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Overnight Military Change
May Not Be Wise
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R.1. Grants Protection to
Gays Through Executive
Order
Page 5

Nashville‘s 1993 Pride

Plans are underway nationwide for the 1993 March on Washington for
Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Rights. The photo above shows the Tennessee
contingent to the 1979 March on Washington. Recognize anyone?

Celebration Plans
Announced
page 6—
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HIV Testing Numbers

Tampa Gays Retaliate

February 1992

Double, Despite Regulation
ClintonTo Stands Firm, Ready
To End Military Ban on Gays
By Ron Fournier
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Presi—
dent Clinton will move quickly to re—
voke the ban on Gays and Lesbians
in the military, despite persistent
grumbling from the Pentagon, offi—
cials said.
Rep. Barney Frank, D—Mass., said
that Clinton will soon direct Defense
Secretary Les Aspin to draw up an
executive order formally lifting the ban.
In the interim, the president will

discharging members of the armed
~services found to be Gay, sa1d Frank,
who is Gay.
"Immediately, the policy of kick—
ing people out of the military because
they‘re Gay will be out," said Frank,
who was consulted by the new admin—
istration about the policy.
Aspin met with the Joint Chiefs
of Staff Jan. 21 and the topic of lifting
the Gay ban dominated the meeting.
"My argument to the military is
sooner or later, the courts are going
to come at you on this issue," Aspin
said on CBS—TV‘s Face the Nation.
Clinton spokesman George
Stephanopoulos did not confirm

Frank‘s comments, but when asked
if the two—step process would fulfill
Clinton‘s campaign promise on the
matter, the spokesman said: "Abso—
lutely."
At presstime, an announcement
was scheduled for Thursday, Jan. 28.
While a congressional fight may be
looming, Clinton remains committed.
Discussing problems that have to
be worked out, Frank said, ‘"There are
people who may have a very strong
prejudice against homosexuals and
wouldni want to share livmg quar—
ters.
that for awhile.
"The threat of violence (against
homosexuals) is very real," said a se—
nior officer. "Ifanyone thinks they can —
eradicate prejudice in society by im—
posing a policy on one segment of it
— the military — they are dead
wrong," he said.
Frank and an administration
source said it could take months to
complete work on the executive or— —
der, but the ban will effectively end
once Clinton tells Aspin to draft the
measure.
"From the standpoint of the Gay
people in the military it makes no
difference whatsoever" when the execu—
tive order actually is signed, Frank said. ©

Against Vote
Page 7

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —The
number of people tested in Tennes—
see for the virus that causes AIDS has
doubled over the same period a year
ago.
The number rose from 9,634 to
20,165 in a recent six—month period
despite fears that a new state regula—
tion would discourage people from
being tested.
The regulation, wh1ch took effect
last January, requires doctors to re—
port everyone who tests positive for
HIV — the virus that causes acquired
immune deficiency syndrome. —
"It (the regulation) just has not had
thenegative impact anyone thought
it might,"
said.

CARES, a group that provides ser—
vices for HIV— and AIDS—infected
patients and their families, said some
people are giving their names as

Ms. Wood did not reveal the num—
ber of Gay males tested compared to
a year ago — the group most likely to
avoid anything but anonymous test—

the reporting law, said she still con—
siders the regulation a travesty.
"A list like that in a state that re—
fuses to give (civilrights) protection
(to people with HIV) is a disaster
waiting to happen," she said. —
She said a small proportion of ho—

ing.
The state Health Department has
kept the names under lock and key.
The purpose of the reporting law

Lesbianism Tends to Run
in Families, Study Finds

"Donald Duck" and still being ac—
cepted for the test.
"To some extent, people are uti—
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lizing that" to stay anonymous, Wood

The Vice of Choice—Food

said.
"The problem is that there‘s a law

Page 12

on the books which makes it illegal
to use a false name in situations like
that," said Allen Cook, president of

Magazine Says Political
Pressure Kept CDC From

Friends For Life HIV Resources.
"Just because it isn‘t being en—

Stemming AIDS

forced, is no reason to ignore the po—

Page 23

tential penalties," he said. —
hvi

f

mosexuals is being tested because

Lady A‘s Rounds

was to guarantee that the state would
be able to contact a person whose test

they fear the regulation.
"I get calls every day from people

Local Calendars

shows HIV infection, officials said.
It is the same requirement as for other

who have lost jobs because they have
the HIV virus," Rubenfeld said.

Area Resources

infectious diseases such as syphilis.
Some experts estimate that up to

"There is a real cause for people to
fear their names will become known.
I would certainly recommend people

88% of those with HIV are unaware
they have it and have not been tested.
Sheri Wood, director of Nashville

and More

not give a real name."

Tsarus ‘Man of

Chattanooga Tables Rights Ordinance
CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP)
— A city ordinance making it illegal
to discriminate against homosexuals
was tabled by a city commission com—
mittee because officials were afraid
it would contradict state law.
Ron Littlefield, chairman of the
Legal and Legislative Committee,
said city attorneys advised the coun—
cil that changing the existing local law
to include homosexuals may be
against state law.
"This appears to be outside the
scope of city government," Littlefield
said Jan 19. "Cities are limited in the
power they have by the state, and even
the state is not dealing with this is—
sue."
The Human Rights Commission
had asked the council to extend their
jurisdiction to allow them to investi—
gate charges of discrimination based

on sexual orientation.
The request stemmed from a re—
cent incident in which two Signal
Mountain Burger King employees
claimed they were fired because they
were Gay. Burger King officials have
refused to discuss the case with the
commission.
City attorney Randy Nelson said
the question is whether the city could
grant the power to investigate charges
of discrimination for a reason not out—
lined by state and federal law.
Tennessee is an "employment at
will" state, which means employers

hirings or firings for those reasons,
Nelson said.
Tennessee law also says it is a
misdemeanor "for any person to
engage is consentual sexual pen—
etration with a person of the same
gender." For that reason, some
council members said it may not
be proper to deal with the sexual—
orientation issue.
Rev. Jim Bills, chairman of the
human rights panel, said he wished
the committee would have recom—
mended that the ordinance be
amended, but he is encouraged that

can hire or fire a person for any rea—

the commission tabled it and didn‘t

son except race, religion, creed, color,
sex, age, disability, national origin,

vote against it.
"We‘re talking about the re—

and economic status.
Since sexual orientation is not
specified as an exclusion to the at—will

sponsibility you gave us for pro—
tecting people‘s rights," Bills told
commissioners. "This is a rights

law, it may not be legal to try to stop

issue."

Year‘ Dinner
A Memphis institution, the Ninth
Annual Tsarus Man of the Year
Awards Dinner will take place at
7:00 pm on Feb. 9 at WKRB. A
donation of $5 buys a complete sit—
down dinner prepared and served by
Tsarus members and pledges.
Each year the members of Tsarus
select an individual or group to
honor with their award. Past hon—
orees have included women and the
entire membership of Aphrodite.
In years past, all proceeds above —
expenses were donated to a charity
of the honoree‘s choice. This year,
however, the designee of the pro—
ceeds has been announced — The
We Care AIDS Ministry of Holy
Trinity Community Church.
Tickets area available from any
Tsarus member or at the door.

M. Ordofia portrays the title role in
David Henry Hwang‘s M. Butterfly
now playing at Memphis‘ Playhouse
on the Square. See page 26 for a
review.

Overnight Military Change May

—

Not Be Wise
By Allen Cook
TJIN Co—Editor

allegedly perpetuated by his comrades.
It‘s easy to say that the military should not
discriminate, but it may take a while to make it
a reality.
No oné in the Gay and Lesbian community
advocatesthe rampant sexual excesses that those
in the military seem to fear. One Naval Air Sta—
tion serviceman interviewed on local television
seemed to be under the impression that Gays
would be allowed to sleep together in the bar—
racks.
Come on, is anyone allowed to © sleep with"

Now that we have a president in office who
will even consider lifting the ban on Gays and
Lesbians in the military services, we need to
think about the wisdom of moving too quickly
in its implementation.
As of this writing, President Clinton plans
to issue a directive to the Secretary of Defense
Les Aspin to stop asking new recruits if they
are homosexual and to stop discharging those
who voluntarily acknowledge it to their superi— ‘anyone else in the barracks? It Just ain‘t going
ors. This is a significant first step and should to happen.
Existing °"non—fraternization" rules need to
not be criticized for not going far enough. For
be adapted to the new situation. Sexual harass—
now.
4
Clinton is on record as saying the ban will ment rules need to be instituted to avoid a Gay
go. The armed services need time to adjust— to or Lesbian version of the Tailhook incident.
Consider, for example, the poor drill instruc—
create a new code of conduct which addresses _
the issue, to develop a way of defusing the tor. No longer will he be able to call his recruits
homophobia which has perpetuated the rule in "faggots," "queers," and "girls." He‘ll need to
the first place, and to provide for the safety of develop a whole new vocabulary of epithets to
those Gays and Lesbians already in the service. degrade the trainees.(I‘ve often wondered what
Elsewhere in this issue is the story of a navy female drill instructors call their recruits.)
The fact of the matter is that many Gays in
man who was beaten to death in a Gay bashing

the military will choose to continue to be clos—
eted simply to avoid the hassle. For those, the
change in policy will protect them from being
involuntarily discharged.
For openly Gay or Lesbian people wishing
to enter the service, it will allow them the op—
portunity. For people who discover their homo—
sexuality once in the service, it will give them a

basis of official protection.
Like the racial desegregation of the military
in the 1940s, the policy can change overnight,
but changing attitudes may take years. Presi—
dent Clinton must do everything possible to
make sure a policy change doesn‘t result in
either wholesale Gay bashing or wholesale.
mutiny.
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Allen Cook « John Stilwell
our pride. While the events and rallies and meet—
Staff Writers
ings are scheduled from Wednesday, April 21st
Vincent Astor « Bob Dumais « Gary Boyce » Gary Coughlan
through Wednesday, April 28th, most people
will be going for the events on Saturday and
Production
Sunday. I have been involved with the last two
Allen Cook » John Stilwell « Bob Dumais —
National Marches and each time they get big— —
Vincent Astor
ger and better and more interesting. This time
Advertising
a+
— theNational Committeehasincludedtwoseg— |__.
VincentAstor » Bob Dumais» Gary Boyce (Nashville) — === remi
Thanks
ments of the Gay/Lesbian community which
have been involved in the struggle and fight for
Advertising Information: Advertlsmg information is available by calling (901)454—1411
in Memphis or Gary Boyce in Nashville at (615)333—0378.
Several Gay charities and services are able our rights, and those are the Bisexual and
to do even more for our community due to the Transgender communities. SURPRISE... yes
Copyright © 1993 byPrinters Ink. Reprint permission on non-syndicated material is granted to
tremendous efforts of several individuals who Bisexuals and Transgender persons have been
Gay & Lesbian publications only, provided proper credit is given. Associated Press stories are
did a benefit on their behalf. Thanks to Michael very involved in the struggle for rights... from
copyrighted and used by permission; they may not be republished without written permission
from AP. Microfilmed by Southern Gay Archives, Boca Raton, FL.
Einspanger for organizing it and to Tommy the Stonewall Riots on. The National March
Stewart for allowing the benefit to be held at gives us a chance to be political, to be social, to
The Triangle Journal News is a member of The Associated Press.
Reflections. And special thanks to Beverly, be educational, and most of all gives us a chance
Jackée, Joanne, Misty, Monique (and her danc— to be PROUD. But to get to Washington you
ing boys), Sofonda, Summer, and Trixie for need to sign up, for bus and other transporta—
donating their time, tips, and not the least, their tion and for hotels and other accommodations But what have we achieved so far... protection the parade? It would be a political statement as
talents. They didn‘t have to do it. And thank so come to the Memphis Main Library the first for Gay/Lesbian persons, protection in housing, well as showing our diversity in community and
you to all the Gay community who turned out Monday of the month for our meetings or stop jobs, etc... not in Memphis. The town of Festus, unity in community to see Men on Bikes,
by (or call) Meristem — 276—0282 or Midtown Missouri with a population of 8,100 has had a Women on Bikes, and Queens On Bikes riding
to make the benefit a success.
law on the books for three years protecting Gays
TOGETHER. This parade gives businesses and
Gary Coughlan Hair — 278—2199.
The second chance to celebrate our commu— and Lesbians, St. Louis has just passed civil organizations and individuals a chance for free
On Behalf of the MGLCC
nity will be from Friday, June 18th through rights bill for Gays and Lesbians, but what about publicity by sponsoring cars, trucks, cycles, etc...
Monday, June 28th when Memphis celebrates Memphis? Do we have any rights, are we pro— in the parade or just having a group march in
In the period of time that I‘ve dealt with and Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender Pride tected, can they be taken away from us at any— the parade. But the parade is only part of Pride
got to know the Gay/Lesbian Community of Week. June will be celebration month in the time by anyone, what could we do about it, sit week events, we plan an AIDS Memorial March
Memphis, I‘ve watched and I‘ve learned. I have Mid—South in such cities as Oxford, Mississippi; and complain about injustice, or fight back? And from Peabody Park to the band shell, a Movie
formulated my own opinion about a lot of dif— Memphis; Nashville; Knoxville; Chattanooga; who would fight for our cause, the same 7 or 8 Night, an Awards Banquet, Boat Ride, Picnics,
ferent people, as I am sure they have of me also. and Little Rock, Arkansas. Again this year as people who have done.most of the work and sports events, etc... but we can‘t do it without
But themost sound love that I have is for the last we will be working together to form a organization in this city or are we going to fi— your help, contacts, ideas. So get on board. Join
people that have got to know me best. You are monthly calendar of events for the state. Mem— nally become a community that cares about it— the National March on Washington, and join us
a great group of people and I love you all.
phis plans on quite a few exciting events and self, its rights, its freedoms? While some people in Washington. Whether you march with a na—
From Somebody Who Knows we are asking the businesses and organizations will see the parade as "political" and it should tional group, whether you march with our own
Greg Brantley to get more involved this year. Several firsts make a political statement, it is also a celebra— Memphis group, or whether you just stand and .
Retired Chaps Bartender will be going on this year. This is the first of tion, a party. To celebrate our heritage, our di— watch the rest of us enjoying ourselves and mak—
ongoing Pride committees, a month after the versity, our history, our PRIDE. While some ing a statement, JOIN US. Then come back to _
Celebrate
festivities have taken their toll we will elect people complain that you only see Drag Queens Memphis and join the Pride Team. We have
members and officers to the 1994 Pride Week and Leather people in the parades and people several committees and need volunteers to help
This year we have two chances and two rea— Committee. Also a first will be a Pride Week think that the community is only Queens and operate and coordinate events. We meet at the
sons to celebrate our heritage, our history, our parade... yes, PARADE. We have a volunteer Leather, its because those are the only people Community Center the first Saturday of the
diversity, our pride. First the National March to coordinate the parade events and routes and who will come out for their community. If you ‘month at 2:00 pm. So join us and let‘s celebrate
On Washington, where hopefully over ONE have interest of quite a few businesses and per— want your segment of the community to be rep— pride in our community, pride in our diversity
MILLION Gays, Lesbians, Bisexuals, son to be in the parade. A bar owner here in resented... then come out of the closet and rep— in Washington, DC and Memphis, TN
Transgender persons will make history again town told me a couple months ago that they felt resent. Several cities have a group represented
IT‘S UP TO YOU.
and CELEBRATE our lifestyle, our lovestyle, the parade would be "too political" and hurt the in the parades called "Dykes On Bikes." What
TOGETHER IN UNITY
%
#
John Proweit
community and what we have achieved so far. about Memphis; any bikers willing to ride in
2—The Triangle Journal News — February 1993

Lettersfrom our readers are always encour—
aged. Letters should be as short aspossible and
signed. Anonymous letters willnot be printed,
but names my be witheld on request. Sendyour
letters to: Triangle Journal News, P.O. Box
~
11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.

Memphis

Bianca Paige Homecoming Party
Sunday, Jan.

31st.

Male Order — Hot Strippers

__

The Best with Tony DiAngelo
Friday, February 12th

with Sable Chanel
Miss Gay Tennessee U.S.A. Pageant
f

Sunday, Feb. 21st

On Sunday, February 21st,

U.S.A.,
1993, we proudly present Miss Tennessee

hed preliminary to the Miss U.S.A.
which has proven to be a very distinguis
d at the nationals in previous years by
Pageant. We‘ve been proudly represente
U.S.A.
such greats as Diana Hutton — Miss Gay
Munro,

Bianca Paige,

Sable

Chanel — Miss

1987—88,

Gay

U.S.A.

Rita Ross, Monica

1991—92,

and your

Wells. We encourage anyone in the
reigning Miss Tennessee U.S.A. — Stephanie
__

g cities to come join us in the search
art of female impersonation in neighborin
"erincusco

o. X a 9973 ap 4aliensaea a eaaceee a

f

Miss U.S.A. at

aat

_

ait renninAeit

Large

Carmella Marcella Garcia
Sunday, Feb. 28th

Rita Ross, Closet Ball
Sunday, March 14th

Miss Cosmopolitan U.S.A.
with Miss US.A. 1992—93
Tandy Andrews
Sunday, April 4th

o

&
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KC Gays See

ACT UP Applauds

Violence
Clinton‘s Choice For
Surgeon General

was most vocal in" — prevention of
teen pregnancies — Russ said. "Sta—
tistics in fact back that up.
LITTLE ROCK (AP) — President
"There‘s no use in delving into that
Bill Clinton‘s selection of Arkansas now. I have no personal animosity
Health Director Joycelyn Elders as toward her at all. We just disagree
surgeon general is being applauded by professionaly on how best to accom—
plish the job she was working on,"
ACT UP, an AIDS actrvrstrgroup
Mike Petrelis, a spokesm‘ forthe Russ said.
Russ said he had no inside track
AIDS Coalition to Unleash;Power,
praised Mrs. Elders‘"pushfor condom as to possible replacements for Mrs.
_ Elders as state Health director.
:
distribution in Arkansasschools.
State Sen. Jay Bradford, D—Pine
Mrs. Elders, 59, a Little Rock pe—
diatrician, has battled conservative Bluff, a frequent ally of Clinton‘s in
groups in Arkansas by promoting dis— the Legislature, praised his nomina—
tribution of contraceptives at school— tion of Mrs. Elders.
based health clinics to combat AIDS . —"It certainly wasn‘t unexpected,"
Bradford said. "She‘s done such a
and teen—aged pregnancy.
"ACT UP hopes Elders will initate, fabulous job of being a proponent of
condom distributionin all of the— public—health ... and on the issues.
nation‘s public schools, justlike she. * She‘ll—be an excellent surgeon gen—
did in Arkansas. She seems to under=" «eral. Shesgot the moxie it‘s going to
stand the need to provide the youth ~ take."
TinaChipman, media director for
of America with the tools necessary —
to prevent them from contracting the Arkansas Right to Life said of the ap—
deadly AIDS virus," Petrelis said in a pointment: "It‘s bad news for unborn
children, we feel.
release.
"And of course we don‘t agree
Petrelis also said that "ACT UP‘s
endorsement of Elders appointment with her distribution of condomsin
should not be viewed as a kiss of school without parental consent. We
death," but should be seen as thestart are at opposite ends of the political
eooperation between.top ——health=— spectrum on the abortion issue," she
‘officialsand people living with > said.
She said the group expects Mrs.
AIDS.
en. StanleyRussND— ‘Elders to tryto,expandherprogram.
By ME. Freeman
Associated Press Writer

nationally..
"We hope that will serve as a re—
Vders, did offer his congratulations — _
minder to pro——lifers that we have a lot
"I hope she does a good job."
"I found her lacking in the area she of work to do," she said.
‘recent criticofMrs.IEl:

Openly Gay Lawmaker
Elected Minn. Senate
President
Spear was elected president on
a 41—22 vote that fell mostly along
party lines. His predecessor retired.
~"It shows that it‘s possible now
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — With— for Gay and Lesbian people who are
out fanfare or controversy, the Min— able to work efficiently within the
nesota Senate has elected an openly system to rise on the basis of merit,"
Gay legislator as its president.
said Spear, a history professor at the
The election Jan. 5 made Sen. University of Minnesota.
Allan Spear the nation‘s highest—
~ William Waybourn, executive
ranking openly Gay state lawmaker, director of the Gay and Lesbian
according to the Gay and Lesbian Victory Fund, said Spear‘s early po—
Victory Fund, a Washington—based litical career was difficult.
political action committee.
"It was very painful for him,"
But the prevailing reaction of his Waybourn said. "He ignored a lot.
colleagues was "So what?"
He put up with a lot."
"It‘s a nonissue," said Senate
Now, Spear said his liberal Min—
Majority Leader Roger Moe. "Sena— neapolis district doesn‘t consider
tor Spear was elected president of his sexual orientation a factor.
the Senate by virtue of the fact that
"Everybody knows," he said.
he is one of the most respected "It‘s a part of me — an important
members of the Senate. He is emi—
part of me — but it‘s not the first
nently fair."
thing everyone thinks of when they
The 55—year—old Democrat was think of me."
elected to the Senate in 1972. Ru—
According to Waybourn, there
mors about his sexual orientation are about a dozen openly Gay or
abounded, he said, and he disclosed Lesbian state legislators in the
publicly in late 1974 that he was ho— United States. Two U.S. congress—
mosexual.
men also are openly Gay: Massa—
chusetts Democrats Gerry Studds

By Amy Kuebelbeck
Associated Press Writer
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Increase

KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
Members of the Gay community say
more violence is being directed to—
ward homosexuals and that the police
are not much help.
Gay people live in the constant and
justified fear ofbeing beaten, accord—
ing to a report by the Mayor‘s Com—
mission on Lesbian and Gay
Concerns.
The report found 37% of 900
people interviewed in the KansasCity
area said they had been the victim ‘of,
verbal assaults, threats andname call—
ing. Another 32% said they had been
beaten, attacked or otherwise physi—
cally hurt.
Police have officially listed only
one attack as a bias crime against ho—
mosexuals out of the 36 bias crimes
investigated this year.
But Gay leaders say many more
attacks have occurred that have gone
unreported because victims do not
want to be publicly identified as a
homosexual or because they: do not
want people to knowthey were at
places where homosexuals congre— |
gate.
A Kansas City man who gave his
name as Bob said he was in a Gay
nightclub last month when a woman
came in and said she needed help.
Bob said he was attacked by five
men when he went outside with the
woman.
"When I hit the ground, they all
got in a small circle and started beat— _
ing me," said Bob, whose full name
was not released because his attack—
"ers remain at large. "I heard them say—
»»>
‘ing ‘faggot‘ and ‘queer.
Todd Chenault said he and another
man were shot at in their car after leav—
ing a midtown Gay bar in July. Shot—
gun pelletsremain embedded in his
_companion‘s head, Chenault said.
The shooting was not classified a
‘bias crime because the attackers did —
not say anything before opening fire.
Police Chief Steven Bishop said
he made investigations of bias crimes
a priority, but that police could not
help unless the crimes were reported.
"A lot of people don‘t want to
— come forward," he said. "They feel,
‘Well, the police don‘t care, the com—
munity doesn‘t care, so why report it?©
It‘s sad."

and Barney Frank.
"Barriers are increasingly com—
£
s
ing
down," » said state Rep. Karen
Clark, a Minneapolis Democrat
who is Lesbian.
The Minnesota Senate president
refers bills to committees and rules
whether amendments are germane.
A president‘s decision on disputes
can snuff the life out of a bill.
Spear said the No. 1 goal for
Minnesota homosexuals in 1993 is
to amend the state human rights
law, makingit illegal to discrimi—
nate on the basis of sexual orienta—
tion. But he said, "I don‘t think that
my being president will have a
whole lot of impact on that."

HOLIDAY CLEAN UP TIME!!

CARE
Carpet® Upholstery
RYV‘s®Trucks®Car
Interiors
** SteamClean
** StainRemoval
FurnitureMoved
Pretreat
** RustRemoval
~ _ Deodorizer
Disinfectant
PetOdorControl
CaARPETGUARD
‘8 CARPET

Avuusis
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL
LEE WATSON
24 Hour SERVICE

Owner

_
327—6165

FREE ESTIMATES

MASSAGE
DISCOVER
THE JOY OF TOUCH

GENTLE, RELAXING,

MASSAGE
Guaranteed Rejuvenation For
TheBody and Mind.

TOTAL BODY

45241375 Tom Pitman
By
Massage Therapist
Appointment

Call for FREE Brochures of RSVP
~ Cruises and RSVP SeaSpirit Vacations
Call Sherman C. Perkins at 525-5302
s thes
Great
American
Cruises, Inc.
52 N. Second Street e Downtown Memphis
Even a colleague who often dif—
fers with Spear praised him.
"Philosophically, we‘re prob—
ably 180 degrees different from
each other," said state Sen. Patrick
McGowan, a Republican and a
Minneapolis police sergeant. "But
he‘s always been very fair with me.
I‘ve just got a lot of respect for
him."

Rent Refusal

Ruling

Chaplain

Flowers For Your

VALENTINE!

Rejects Gays

Worries Civil Libertarians
As Parents
GREENFIELD, Mass. (AP) —A Christian landlords."
"The state cannot bludgeon Chris—
state official has criticized a court rul—
BOISE, Idaho (AP) — With the
ing that would allow two Roman tians into violating their rights to reli—
clamor dying down about the discus—
Catholic landlords to refuse to rent an gion without running afoul of
sion three Lesbians had with Merid—
constitutional safeguards," he said.
apartment to an unmarried couple.
ian High School students in
The couple refused the apartment
. Michael Duffy, head of the Mas—
November, a local chaplain has spo—
in
Turners
Falls
claimed
they
were
sachusetts Commission Against Dis—
ken against Gay parenting to balance
crimination, said the ruling in discriminated against and asked the
out the debate.
December could result in refusals to Massachusetts Commission Against
The Rev. Chris McGreer of the
Discrimination
to
take
the
case.
rent to people because of landlords‘
Valley Bible Fellowship in Meridian
The suit was filed on behalf of the
views on abortion, birth control, ho—
on Jan. 7 talked to 90 students about
mosexuality or other controversial state agency by then—Attorney Gen—
"medical, psychological and socio—
eral James Shannon.
$
issues.
logical" disadvantages ofthe lifestyles
Thomas Samoluk, spokesman for
Judge George C. Keady ruled Dec.
of homosexuals. The discussion went
21 in Franklin County Superior Court Attorney General Scott Harshbarger,
smoothly, said McGreer and the stu—
that the landlords‘ constitutional said the ruling was being reviewed
dents.
and
may
be
appealed
to
the
state
Su—
rights to religious freedom out—
Pat Moloney, one of three teach—
weighed the couple‘s claim of dis— preme Judicial Court.
ers suspended in November after al—
"The
Commission
Against
Dis—
crimination.
lowing the Lesbians to talk about
The landlords, Paul and Ronald crimination is hopeful the attorney
raising children, said school admin—
Desilets, are brothers and devout Ro— general will appeal this case," Duffy
istrators also attended McGreer‘s pre—
said.
man Catholics, and premarital sex is
sentation. Moloney and the other two
"This decision really runs contrary
against their religious beliefs.
instructors were reinstated after a
to
the
direction
civil
rights
law
and
"We don‘t feel this case is an ex—
storm of protest on both sides.
ample of a legitimate religious free— privacy law that has developed over
All but eight parents returned signed
dom issue," said Sarah Wunsch ofthe the last 20 years," he said.
forms allowing their children to attend
A
state
statute
prohibits
discrimi—
Civil Liberties Union of Massachu—
McGreer‘s talk. The eight students were
nation on the basis of marital status.
setts.
shifted to another classroom.
Exemptions
are
provided
for
rental
"Some religions consider Jews to
Senior Josh Graham said he sup—
be heathens. Does that mean a land— properties occupied by the owners,
ported having McGreer speak, al—
lord who claims to follow such a reli— but Duffy said the Desilets do not live
though he disagreed with him. "I think
gion could refuse to rent to a Jew?" in the building involved in the case.
it was right to have him. You need to
Wunsch said a higher court may
she asked.
hear both sides and then you can de—
decide
whether
a
landlord‘s
right
to
The lawyer for the Desilets,
cide for yourself what to believe,"
Nikolas Nikas of the Tupelo, Miss.— religious freedom outweighs a pro—
Graham said. "Basically, he just to—
spective
tenant‘s
right
to
privacy,
__based American Family Association
tally
ripped on the homosexual com—
~ ‘Law Center, said the ruling is "a ma— which the U.S. Supreme Court said
munity."
w
is
implicit
in
the
U.S.
Constitution.
jor breakthrough for the rights of
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will encourage Gay, Lesbian, and at more people in the community,
Bisexual business people of all lev— Pride should draw an even larger
—
Nashville‘s 1993 Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual
els to network. Last year‘s highly crowd than last year. The Pride
successful African American Cel— Committee is dedicated to create
d
Pride Celebration Plans Announce
ebration and Mixer will be held on one of the most exciting celebra—
$
Friday, June 18th, and it promises tions in the South.
Plans are underway for this Park, where a festival will high— concert, a new event that is in—
For
more
information,
contact
to
be
even
more
successful
and
year‘s Pride Celebration in Nash— light Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual tended to kick off the festivities
with a bang. Sunday, the 13th, is enjoyable this year. Also on Fri— Tan Cabell, Director of News and
ville. Leaders of various area or— achievements and personalities.
This expanded parade route is slated for two events continued day, the Pride Committee is en— Public Affairs at (615) 383—9287.
ganizations met recently to discuss
Submitted by The Pride Committee
couraging everyone to patronize
plans for an expanded, improved likely to cost the Pride Committee from last year; the Parents‘ and
their
favorite
bars,
where
plans
are
Children‘s
Picnic
and
the
Carni—
spent
amount
the
Pride Celebration. One of the big— four to five times
underway for an evening of fun
gest changes is the lengthening of on last year‘s route, and the com— val, and one new event — Couples
and entertainment.
the parade route along West End mittee will be accepting donations Night Out. Monday and Tuesday,
The most exciting and well—at—
and contributions to this effort at June 14 and 15, are the dates for
Avenue.
tended
event of the week will be
the
Film
Festival
to
be
held
at
the
In previous years, the parade P.O. Box 41653, Nashville, TN
..;
held
on
Saturday, June 19th, with
Dark
Horse
Theater.
pre—
also
route started at Fanny Mae Dees 37204. The committee is
the Rally, Parade, and Post—Parade
In
the
middle
of
Pride
Week,
pared
for
legal
action,
should
Park, wound down a side street on
‘Party. To finish off the day, the
Vanderbilt campus, and crossed Metro ordinances prohibit the right this year‘s Spirituality Forum/Ex— «|
perience, to be held on Wednes— Community Dance will be held on
West End Ave., ending at Centen— to freedom of speech.
This year‘s celebration has been day the 16th, and it promises to be Saturday night. Sunday, June 20th
nial Park. The decision was made
is the date of the wrap—up of this
to extend the parade all the way ‘expanded to nine days. The rea— as exciting and educational as last
year‘s Pride Celebration, the Pride
year‘s.
A
Business
Workshop
is
down West End Ave. (including son behind the expansion is a
Family Picnic.
planned
for
Thursday,
June
17th,
larger
number
of
events
planned
Broadway). Now, the parade will
Last year‘s event boasted
begin at Legislative Plaza, where and a commitment to including all that will aim to educate area busi—
record—breaking
attendance at al—
DON‘T MISS
organizers expect to address politi— of Nashville‘s Gay, Lesbian, and nesses about issues that are impor—
most
all
the
events,
and this year‘s
tant
to
Gay,
Lesbian,
and
Bisexual
cal concerns of the Lesbian, Gay Bisexual community. The Pride
THIS ONE!
celebration should be even better.
and Bisexual community. Partici— Week celebration will begin on employees. A Business Mixer is
With
more
events
planned,
aimed
planned
for
Thursday
night
that
pants will travel to Centennial Saturday, June 12th, with a major

FREE* DELIVERY
EXCLUSIVELY

Ice Cream Cakes &
Pies

DELIVERY!

from Baskin—Robbins
—

Hillsboro Village

‘Our delivery service is available seven days a week
between 11 a.m. and 9 p.m. It‘s easy as one, two,
three...

1. Prepare your order by consulting this menu and the
attached flavor list. If you don‘t have a current flavor
list, call us, we‘ll be glad to tell you what‘s in and

:
9. Call 298—1115 and one of our associates will take

what‘s out.

Sundaes, Splits
and Specials
Handpacked
Ice Cream

Please Note:
— Because these are custom—made orders they are neither refundable
nor returnable for exchange.

assumes full responsibility for product delivered at the
— Customer
address and time range specified when ordering.
— 10% gratuity included with orders delivered to restaurants.

* Delivery is free with a minimum order of $10.00. $2.00 delivery
charge is applied to orders below the minimum. Additionalcharge is
f
applies to deliveries beyond our area of delivery.

©1993 BASKINROBBINSINCORPORATED
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Baskin gb Robbins

Hillsboro Village

your order.

3. Sit back and relax. It will take approximately 30
min. for your delivery to arrive at your door.

_298—1115.

”Cups & Cones
Fountain Drinks

Gay—Rights Opponents
Devise Election Strategy
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Lead—
ers of a coalition that helped defeat a
proposed Gay—rights amendment last
urgimerare devising a strategy to re—
wardelééted officials who sided with
ther.and punish some of those who
didnt.
The so—called Fairness Amend—
ment, defeated 8—4 in August by the
LouisvilleBoard of Aldermen, would
have expanded the city‘s ordinance
barring discrimination in housing and
employment to cover sexual orienta—
tion.
Dr. Frank Simon, a Louisville al—
lergist, said he and other Gay—rights
opponents are trying to draft Peter
Hayes, a leading opponent of the Fair—
ness Amendment, to run against Lou—
isville Mayor Jerry Abramson.
Simon said the movement that de—
feated the Fairness Amendment
would also try to foil Alderman
Melissa Mershon, an outspoken sup—
porter of the amendment, in her bid
to become Jefferson County sheriff.
"I certainly can‘t see having a
woman sheriff," Simon said. "I think
a sheriff ought to be a man.
"Certainly, it ought to be some—
body who is pro—family. Melissa
Mershon is primarily interested in
helping homosexuals."
Hayes, an officer in the conserva—
tive America Freedom Coalition, said
—hehas discussedrunning against.
Abramson with elected officials and
friends.
Abramson never came out for or
against the Fairness Amendment, but
last month he endorsed the U.S. Con—
ference of Mayors‘ decision to move

its 1993 annual meeting from Colo—
rado because of that state‘s new law
banning local Gay—rights ordinances.
Denver District Judge Jeffrey
Bayless ruled Jan. 15 that the Colo—
rado law, approved by voters in No—
vember, could not be implemented
until the lawsuit is decided, which is
not expected before next fall.
Simon said his organization, the
, is .» >—
Pro—Family Coalition of Louisville
meeting weekly. The group originally —x‘1>
sought to recruit candidates to oppose
the four aldermen who voted for the
ordinance, but Simon said the Pro—
Family Coalition will instead work for
the re—election of the aldermen who
sided with them.
"Our primary concern is the Board
of Aldermen," he said. "We definitely
are going to try to keep the homosexu—
als from taking over."
Ken Herndon, a former leader of
the Fairness Campaign, which pro—
moted the ordinance and remains po—
litically active, will run against
Alderman Steve Magre, one of the
ordinance‘s opponents, in this
spring‘s Democratic primary.
Herndon said he stepped down from
the Fairness Campaign in April.
"I think Dr. Simon and that bunch
don‘t have enough to do," he said. _
Magre and two other aldermen
who voted against the Fairness
—Amendment — Dan Johnson and
board President Bebe Melton — re—
cently attended a prayer session and
meeting of the Pro—Family Coalition
at the church of Rev. Charles Elliott,
one of the leaders in the crusade
against the amendment.

Tampa Gays Retaliate
Against Vote;

Launch

‘Buycott‘ Plan
By James Martinez
Associated Press Writer
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) —Tampa Gay
activists are protesting voter rejection
of the city‘s human rights ordinance
with an economic "buycott" to reward
area businesses that agree with them
and punish those that don‘t.
"By helping people to channel
their economic resources in a positive
way, we are casting votes — dollar
votes — for equality," said Meredith
Albert, a spokeswoman for the Tampa
Human Rights Task Force leading the
effort.
The effort differs from a much—
. publicized protest of an anti—Gay vote
in Colorado, where tourists and relo—
cating companies were asked to stay
away altogether.
Task force members said the Colo—
rado approach hurt all businesses in
that state, including those who sup—
port Gay rights, so they took pains to
formulate a response that would not
backfire.
Under the plan called "The

Buycott," Gay activists will survey
businesses in Tampa and surround—
ing Hillsborough County, then com—
pile a monthly list of those which have
policies prohibiting discrimination
based on sexual orientation. The first
list is due next month.
In addition, the task force is de—
signing a symbol participating mer—
chants will be able to put in their
windows. And customers will be
given two sets of cards — one to thank
businesses for helping the effort and
another to tell those that aren‘t on the
list why they are going elsewhere.
But one part of the plan was simi—
lar to the Colorado effort. According
to a news release, "convention and
tourist groups that have difficulty
complying with the buycott will be
discouraged from coming to Tampa."
By a 58—percent to 42—percent
margin, voters in November repealed
the city‘s 18—month—old human rights
ordinance which prohibited discrimi—
nation based on sexual orientation in
employment, housing and public ac—
commodations.

llllllNTllS
NEW HOME
— REFLECTIONS —

SOUTHERN

FREE DANCE LESSONS
Tuesdays
and
Fridays
8—9
p.m.
NoCoveronTuesdays—RegularCoveronFridays
"WOMEN & MEN WELCOME
MONTHLY
ROE—
DOWN!!
MONTH
ACH
AYOFE
SATURD
SECOND
Join UsFor OurNext One — February 13th
ANNUAL
RIVER
CITY
THROW DOWN — MARCH12—14
nghts Fight Ignites Maine Town
Gay
LEWISTON,Maine(AP)—After tion oftheirfamilies, theirfriends and ourlawstojustice,"Gilbertsaidbefore

ahearingthatwentonforseveralhours
intothenight,citycouncilvoted
5—2to
enactaGayrightsordinance.
Council avoided what could have
beenadrawn—outprocessbywaivinga
secondreading,whichineffectgavethe
controversialordinancefinalapproval.
Nearly1,000peopleattendedahear—
ingatLewistonJuniorHighSchoolthat
precededthevoteonthelaw,whichwill
bananti—Gaydiscriminationontheba—
sisofsexualorientationinhousing,em—
ployment,
credit.in Maine‘s
and second—
public
accommodations
largestcity.
Afterthevote,leadersofopposition
forces
vowed to launch a referendum
drivetorepealtheordinance.
Emotional testimony occasionally
punctuatedbyoutburstsfromtheaudi—
encewentonforhours.
"Icanshowyouthegravesofyoung
people
killedwith
themselves
order towhoavoidhavedealing
the rejec—in

their
churches,"
said proponent
Jamesat
Bell,
the
affirmative
action
director
BatesCollege.
"Ifyouweretrulyinterestedinpro—
tecting
your children, you would sup—
portthisordinance,"hesaid.
RepresentativesofEqualProtection—
Lewiston,whichsupportstheordinance,
andAllCatholicsForTruth,whichop—
posesi
t, organizedsomeoftheturnout
attheLewistonJuniorHighSchool.
Theordinanceismodeledafterastat—
uteinPortlandthatwasupheldbyvot—
ersorganizedtokillthemeasure.
in November in a referendum
The Lewistonordinance was sup—
portedbyPoliceChiefLaurentGilbert,
who
contends thefrommeasure
wouldfor en—the
sure
protection
violence
city‘sGayand
Lesbianpopulation.
"Withtheordinanceinplace,weare
hopefulthatvictimsofthesecrimeswill
comeforwardandreportthesehate—bias
crimessoastobringthosewhoviolate

acrowdestimatedat700people.
Equal Protection—Lewiston distrib—
utedpurpleribbonstosupportersofthe
anti—discriminationmeasure.Thegroup
has
about 70 members, including the
policechief.
Speakingagainsttheproposedmea—
sure,LillianCaron—O‘BrienofLewiston
arguedthatstateandfederallawsalready
offerfulllegalprotectiontoallcitizens.
MaineWessler,
Deputyhowever,
Attorneyargued
Generalin
Stephen
favorofthemeasurebysayingthat"ifa
Gay
or Lesbian complains about hate
violence,theyhaveopenedthemselves
uptodiscriminationthatislegalinthis
city.""Thatpersoncanlosetheirjob, they
can be denied service ... they can lose
their housing. That leads to an unwill—
ingness to complain," Wessler said.
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Inaugural Ball
rruhtary members ever to
By NancyPress
Costello
expelledbecause of homosexual—
Associated
Writer beest—ranking
ity. She has filed a federal lawsuit
challenging the Pentagon‘s longtime
SEATTLE
(AP)
—
Former
Col.
MargaretheCammermeyer,anArmy
ban on Gays.
f
Clinton, who opposes the ban and
nurse
discharged
from
the
military
said he‘ll overturn it, met
becausesheisaLesbian,wasstunned
Cammermeyer last summer while
whenshereceivedaninvitationfrom
campaigning in Seattle.
President
Bill
Clinton
for
the
inaug—
the 50—year—old Na—
uralHerball.excitement turned to disap— tionalNevertheless,
Guard nurse said she was as—
pointment,
however,when
she tounded when she arrived home from
learnedadaybeforeher
departure that vacation on Jan. 3 to find an enve—
lope from the Presidential Inaugural
tickets for the gala‘hadrun out.

90909990

Lesbian Nurse Ousted From Military
Invited to

But that didn‘t stop her and her
companion, Diane, from gomg to
Washington anyway.:

=~

“Wewentcrazy—wehad gowns
andeverything," saidCammermeyer,
who made the trip. "But we are going
to wear it all anyway. There is plenty
of stuff to do."
They plan to wear their expensive
gowns at the first—ever Gay and Les—
bianinaugural ball on Jan20. That
ball, notaffiliated with the presiden—
tial event, was cosponsored by the
National Gay and Lesbian Task
Force.
Cammermeyer, who was dis—
— charged last June, was one ofthe high—

Committee.
"She and Diane, who declined to
give her last name because ofprivacy
concerns, spent all day trying to call
the committee to secure two $125
tickets to the ball, but got only busy
signals. They ended up sending
money and ticket vouchers by express
mail to meet the Jan. 5 claim date.
On Jan 15, Cammermeyer re—
jceived a letter fromthe inaugural
"committee saying that due to anover—
whelmingresponse, therewere no
‘more ball tickets available. _
"It was a rejection," Cammer—
meyer said before leaving town. "We
had wanted to show and tell."

Civil Rights Committee To

—

omit HateCrimesReport

By Julia Prodis_
AssociatedPress Writer
DETROIT (AP) — A report on
Michigan hate crimes will be resub—
mitted to the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights, this time deleting athree—
page introduction on crimes targeting
Gays and Lesbians.
The report, originally submitted by
the Michigan Advisory Committee
last fall, was rejected by the commis—
sion because it "lacked balance"in the
chapter dealing with homosexuals.
.In addition, there was a "problem
with the quality of the report," com—
mittee Chairwoman JaniceFraziersaid.
The committee, which advises the
commission on potential civil rights
violations in Michigan, voted Jan 15
to resubmit the report in an amended
form.
It also heard from three Gay ac—
tivists who lauded the original version
ofthe report and accused thecommis—
sion of "homophobia" for rejecting it
ina 3—3 vote. It needed a majority vote
to pass.
The Gay—rights supporters also
urged the committee to support the
passage of federal and state laws pro—
tecting Gays and Lesbians from dis—
crimination.
‘The report was drafted by the ad—
visory committee after two days of
testimony last fall from numerous
minority and special interest groups.
While statistics on hate crimes against
Jews, Arabs, Asians and Blacks were
consolidated into one chapter, hate
8—The Triangle Journal News — February 1993
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Others who received invitations to
the ball also have been turned away.
"There are a lot of people being
advised that tickets are not available
because it was first—come—first—serve,"
said an employee at the inaugural
committee‘s service center who spoke
on condition of anonymity.
The employee did not know how
many inaugural invitations had been
issued or how many people had been
turned down for tickets.
Cammermeyer was dlscharged
from the Washington stateArmy Na—
tional Guard after 26 years in the mili—
tary. She earned a Bronze Medal in
Vietnam and was selected as the
. Veteran‘s Administration‘s Nurse of
the Year in 1985.
Despite the ticket problem,
Cammermeyer said the inaugural in—
vitation indicates there may be good
news on the horizon for Gays in the
military.
"I consider it a sign that it‘s not a
lost issue," she said. "Thereis con—
tinued momentumfor the ban to be
overturned. ... The more quickly
President Clinton would take care of
this issue,the sooner we can take care
of the witch hunts."
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_ DENVER (AP)—A Denversoft—
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38104 —
TENNESSEE
ware
entrepreneur
has
convinced
MEMPHIS,
It concluded that the number of |
hate crimes in Michigan are increas— banking giant Norwest Colorado Inc.
ing and specified hate crimes against to amend its existing anti—discrimina—
homosexuals were a "real and signifi— > tion policy to include sexual orienta—
cant problem" because they are "hap— tion.
Tim Gill, who founded Denver—
less targets without support either
from the society orfrom its institutions." based Quark Inc. and built it into a
K. A. Moss, M.S.
By deleting three pages of the ho— software leader for the publishing in—
mosexual chapter — which defines dustry, has been a vocal opponent of
homosexuals as "a minority group Amendment 2 and a contributor to
"Dealing With Gay & Lesbian
with a relatively high financial, pro—. efforts against the anti—Gay rights law.
After the Nov. 3 passage of
fessional and educational status" —
Life Issues"
Frazier hopes the report will be ac— Amendment 2, Gill announced he
would sever his ties to any vendors
cepted. —
Otherwise, the Michigan informa— or services that did not have written
tion would not become part of the policies prohibiting discrimination
public record on hate crimes. The re— against Gay employees.
He included Norwest and threat—
port could be used to help draft laws
Midtown Counseling Center
ened
to yank his $20 million bank
and be a source for research.
1835 Union Ave., Suite 101:
Jeffrey Montgomery, president of account.
Gill
said
Jan.
11
that
Norwest
had
—
(901) 725—4586
the Detroit Gay rights group "Triangle
Foundation," said he would prefer the changed its policy.
The change was "a result of
report remain intact. But he said the
Sliding Scale Fees _
Norwest
management reflecting upon
three deleted pages focus on homo—
sexual demographics and are mentioned Amendment 2 and the feeling of how
it wishes all of its employees to be
elsewhere in the chapter anyway.
despite the youth group‘s ban on ho—
Montgomery, along with two other treated," said Norwest spokeswoman Activists Bitter
mosexuals. Mayor Frank Jordan ve—
—
members ofthe foundation, also urged Peg McKechnie. She said she did not Over Bank
toed
it three days later. ~
committee members to "recommit know if the new policy was a result
Gay
rights activists blamed the
~ yourselves to the fight for full recog— of Gill‘s request.
Censure Defeat defeat on Supervisor Willie Kennedy,
"It was partially my request," Gill
nition ofGay and Lesbian citizens and
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Su— who they say promised to support a
the guarantee of the rights and privi— — said. "I think it would have happened pervisors failed by a single vote to boycott of the bank during her suc—
anyway, but I‘m very happy they did."
leges that come with it."
override the mayor‘s veto of a mea— cessful reelection campaign in No—
Amendment 2 prohibits the state
While Michigan has no state law
sure that would have withdrawn $6 vember.
;
specifically including homosexuals in or local governments from creating million in city funds from Bank of
Kennedy was one of three mem—
civil rights laws, eight cities — Ann or enforcing laws protecting Gays America.
bers to support the mayor‘s veto.
¢
Arbor, Birmingham, Detroit, East from discrimination and annuls ex—
Seven supervisors opposed the veto
The
measure
was
passed
by
the
— Lansing, Flint, Oak Park, Saginaw isting laws in Denver, Boulder and board in December in protest of the and one was absent. A veto override
‘Aspen.
and Ypsilanti — do.
bank‘s support for the Boy. Scouts requires eight votes.

Lesbianism Tends to Run
in Families, Study Finds
By Brenda C. Coleman
Associated Press Writer
{ CHIGAGO (AP) — Lesbianism
tend$ to run in families, saysa new
report that adds to scarce scientific
data on sexual orientation in women.
The report does not sort out
whether genetic factors or social in—
fluences are at work, said author J.
Michael Bailey, an associate profes—
sor of psychology at Northwestern
University in Evanston.
But he is researching the role of
genes in Lesbianism and plans to re—
port on it in April.
Bailey led a study published in
December 1991 that found genes in—
fluence male homosexuality, based on
research among male twins.
"Male homosexuality has been
studied far more than female homo—
sexuality, so we‘re a little further
along in male research than in female
research," Bailey said.
His new study found that Lesbi—
ans and bisexual women were 2 1/2
tofive times more likely than hetero—
‘sexual women to have Lesbian or bi—
sexual sisters. The variation in
likelihood depended on the strictness
— of defining sexual categories.

Subjects were 84 Lesbian—or—bi—
sexual women and 79 heterosexual
women between ages 25 to 40 who
were recruited through newspaper ad—
vertisements.
The Lesbians and bisexuals had a
total of 99 sisters, of whom 12 were
Lesbians or bisexuals, for a rate.of
12.1%, Bailey said. The heterosexual
women had a total of 83 sisters,of
whom two were Lesbian or bisegial,
for a rate of 2.4%, Bailey said. ;~;
"The rates of the (homosexual)sis—
ters in homosexual and heterosexual
women were different enough that it‘s
quite unlikely they differed by
chance," Bailey said.
The findings of Bailey and co—in—
vestigator Deana S. Benishay are pub—
lished in the February issue of the
American Journal ofPsychiatry.
The study also explored whether
Gay women were more likely than
straight women to have homosexual
brothers, and it found that they were,
but insignificantly so, Bailey said.
"Suppose that female homosexu—
ality and male homosexuality were
caused by the same thing," Bailey
said. "You would expect Lesbians to
have twice as many Gay brothers as
Gay sisters, because it (male homo—

sexuality) is twice as common (inso— ©
Harvard Reportedly ~~>>—
ciety).
""Butyou have the opposite pattern.
Considering
They‘ re twice as likely to have Gay
sisters as Gay brothers. That suggests
female homosexuality may have dif—
ferent causes than male homosexual—
ity," he said.
The Lesbian subjects had 1 10

brothers, of whom eight were homo—
sexuals, and the heterosexual subjects
had 81 brothers, including one homo—
sexual, he said.
%
One biological theory about homo—
sexuality is that each man and woman
«has an area in the brain governing
‘sexualorientation, Bailey said.
"If it gets masculinized, you‘re at—
itracted to women. If it doesn’t get
masculinized, you‘re attracted to
men," he said. In males, something
blocking normal masculinization
would cause homosexuality; in fe—
males, something causing abnormal
masculinization would lead to Lesbi—
anism, he said.
Sheri Berenbaum, a developmen—
tal psychologist at Chicago Medical
School in North Chicago, said
Bailey‘s study is the largest and best
in a field sparse with data. _
The new study may contain some
bias because subjects were recruited
through ads instead of randomly cho—
sen, but "I would be pretty sure it
doesn‘t account for the results," she
said.

Extendmg
Benefits to Gays‘ Partners
BOSTON
(AP)is—considering
Harvard Uni—ex— actionwillcostabout$100,000ayear
Stanford officials estimated the
versity
reportedly
tending
employeeofGay
benefits
to and
the inlion.a health care budget of $24 mil—
live—in
partners
faculty
staffmembers.
Some employers
reportedly
have
Competition
for
top
people
and
expressed
concern
about
the
addi—
concernsaboutcomplyingwithcam—
tionalAlsocostsbecauseofAIDSclaims.
pus
antidiscrimination
policies
are
anextended
issue is whether
benefits
behindtheaction,
TheBoston
Globe
should
be,
to
all
unmarried
saidJan
13. a clear demand for it,"
"There‘s
TheStanford policy does not
Harvard
Provost
Jerry
R.
Green,
apply .to unmarried, opposite sex
chairmanofa10—membercommittee couples. .
studyingtheissue,toldtheGlobe.The
committee
isJune.
scheduled to report its
findingsby
Harvard‘shomecityofCambridge
extends
rights and protections to —
couplesofthesamesexandemployee
benefits
topartnersofcityworkers.
Several
academic
institutions
—
including.
Brown
University,
BowdoinCollegeandColbyCollege
inNewEngland—offerlimitedben—
efitsto
domestic partners of Gay
couples.
Stanford
Universityannouncedlast
and the Uni—
versity
of
Chicago
they partnersofGays.
will extend full benefits DoN‘T MISS
tomonth
domestic
couples, heterosexual and homo—
sexual.
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Brothers and Sisters Mow

Books & More for
Women & Their Friends
meristem)
"e
—
930 SOUTH COOPER « (901) 276—0282:

Down the Hoedown in
Music City
Well, Memphis bowlers from the Brothers and Sisters Bowling League
‘s
did it again. The league had ten members in attendance this time ! Nashville
one—
(a
urnament"
"*mini—to
ing
fund—rais
a
hosted
League
Music City Rollers
they‘re
day event) Jan. 2 at Cumberland Lanes. As an IGBO member league,
full—scale
larger,
a
sponsor
to
events
raising money through this and other
bowling tournament in August.
Of the 26 places, our league took 16! We won:
(952)
Bobby R.
All Events (handicap): 1st
(950)
Dave B.
2nd
f
3rd
Terry H.
(900)
7th
Mike R.
(876)
(848)
_ Terry H.
1st
All Events (scratch)
2nd
Dave B.
(814)
3rd
Bobby R.
(812)
7th
Mike R.
(768)
; (740)
Bobby R. .
1st
Singles (handicap)
2nd
Dave B.
(733)
3rd
Terry H.
(693)
7th
Mike R.
(676)
(1392)
R
B/Mike
Dave
1st
p)
Doubles (handica
Angie C./Bob M (1236)
3rd
(1226)
Ron J./Terry H
4th
3 Cool Cats & A Pussy
1st
Team (handicap)
Dave B., Mike R., Linda E., Bobby R.
(2651)
f
League
In the first half of this 92—93 season, Brothers & Sisters Bowling
Inter—
the
—
around
group
sports
Gay
largest
the
in
became a member league
s bowling
national Gay Bowling Organization (IGBO). This group facilitate
the USA for
tournaments nearly every weekend around the world (mostly in
ies.
communit
their
and
bowlers
Lesbian
and
Gay
together
bring
right now) to
p, and com—
These tournaments are a wonderful experience of fun, fellowshi
seek—
munication — the essence of IGBO. Our Memphis league is currently
own IGBO
ing people to bow! with us and volunteers to help plan our
from all
tournament. This tournament could draw Gay and Lesbian bowlers
:
*
h.
Mid—Sout
over the
of Park
Come join us every Friday night at 7:00 PM at Park Lanes(corner
Rk: "&Getwell in the shoppingcenter). Seehow much fun you can have bowling
bowl or not
with this great group of people! It doesn‘t matter whether you can
a friendly,
in
kind
own
our
with
be
and
yourself
enjoy
to
— the object is
competitive atmosphere.
Gay and Les—
For more information on joining Memphis‘ best (and only)
J. (363—4188) or
Ron
72),
(756—51
C.
Angie
call
please
league,
bowling
bian
:
Linda E. (323—3111).
ned league.
___ Weare an ABC, WIBC, and’now IGBO sanctio
——————SubmittedbyBrothersand Sisters Bowling League

We Have Tickets To
Sweet Honey in the Rock Concert
We Also Have March On Washington
Buttons, T—Shirts And Information!

kz

Call For Information On
Our February: Events
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Mature
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LIFE RESOURCE
CORP. OF ARK.
Memphians
"LIVING BENEFITS"
Minutes
s
member
to seeordpre
were gladandOxf
We shville
sentat
fromNa
three other
well asmember
s asnowour
meeting
our
ship _
s.Right
member
roll
is10people.Severalmotionsand
votes
were will
taken.official
First,thenameof
lyWebearecalled
our
group
ans."
e
"Matur
Memphi
still For additional information or an application, write or call:
ed
unsure
about
being
affiliat
with
—
imerswith
prime—t
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Gil Gilbreath
on.
dent group
no
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Sec—
P.O.
Box 105872335
be
will
(which
dues
our
ondly,
AR
City,
Forrest
)
collected atthe nextmeeting
will
be
(501)
633—0554
for
andthat$25.00
forWesingles
$15.00
.
couples
decided
our
mem—
~—~bership list willbeprivatecernabout
asseveral [
voicedcon
have
members
~~ SUSAN MACKENZIE
the listingbeingmadepubliconpur—
accident. Alsoour monthly
poseorby
Attorney At Law _
newsletterwillstillbehandledbythe
chairmannextuntilasecretary
wewilliselected.
meeting,subscriptio
our g rates,
Atadvertisin
ns,discuss
per— .
sonals,etc.forournewsletter.Wewill
me — also elect officers: president, vice
hasbeco
ightthat
start, thekind
ofclubn
a good Lock
offto
and to gete LLthings
now
plans
make
So
demark.
president,
secretary, treasurer. It was
"Love
theirtra
host
will
Allianc
Gala
Leather
Levi
first
the
ltake
enjoy
votedbythosepresentthattheSatur—
to
ventwil
igiouse
isprest
Up."Th
nga daymeetingswillcontinuebutat7:00
forward tomeeti
Welook
SaturdayFeb. of1993.
elineon
ThePip
placeat
only
It‘s
forget—
don‘t
atthecenterinsteadof2:00PM.
you! Andfterfull moon! > PM
13 at 10:00p.m.
the
include
The
nextismeetingwillbe
Feb.on board.
20th.
weeka
will
events
d
Feature
Ross & Mackenzie
—Submitted byAllia
r
ere,fo
Now
the
time
to
get
ousewh
eJailh
Allianc
famous
Suite 3310
eyourr
Atour
next
meeting,on wewill
bevot—
canhavgers,o
ion,you
lldonat
onesma
ing
for
the
board,
the
newsletter,
alstran
nes,tot
lovedo
friends,
100 N. Main Street
§
bytwo
andonwhatwewilldoattheNational
cerated
e"incar
oveslav
your"l
his, Tennessee 38103
s—
Memp
nexqui
March
on
Washington
and
the
1993
en."A
Policem
"Love
burly
Societyor
Gay,
Lesbian,Bisexual,Transgender
CafeA game
from
fortwo
ite dinner
901 —525—0417
Pride
Week
events
and
Parade.
Our
away.
given
be
also
will
will still remainthe same:
address
will be held forthose restless
two
MatureMemphians/Prime—Timers,c/
gamingtypeoffolks.
oSuite#4,
John Prowett,
1517TNCourt
Street, FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
s to be and
ed,
This fully
promisewild
a fun—fill
Memphis,
38104—2402
delight
crazy
United Churchesof Christ
ne‘s Daypartyunlikeanyever
orcall: (901)726—1547.
Valenti
held
in
our
fair
city.
Ifyou
and
your
Congre86gation.
and Affirming278—67
An Open
—SubmittedbyJohnProwett
antmuch
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otherlately,
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sitting at
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Love Lock—Up Coming
Memphis Feb. 13
by Mule

Valentine‘s Day is almost here,

_notony. Couples are cordially invited
‘to attend that festivities, and out—of—
towners can expect Alliance to throw

Who‘s Who and What‘s What at the Gay
& Lesbian Community Center
In a January meeting, MGLCC‘s
board elected to office the six people
nominated in December. Michael
Schiefelbein, formerly vice—president,
was elected president. Schiefelbein,
an English professor and writer, has
published short fiction, as well as ar—
ticles on Dickens. His short story
"Good—bye George" will appear this
winter in Christopher Street. Ethan
Pruett, who will replace Schiefelbein
as vice—president, is the pastor of Holy
Trinity Community Church. Paula
Womack, the new secretary, works at
the Baptist Peace Fellowship and
studies theology at Memphis Theo—
logical Seminary.
New at—large members on the
board include Miki Zulewski, trea—
surer of Lambda Center; Susan Johns,
a professor of performing arts; John
Prowett, prison minister and coordi—
nator of Mature Memphians as well
as Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Veter—
ans of America; and Charles
Friedman, a physician specializing in
radiology and a concert violinist.
Upcoming events at the Center
include a progressive dinner party on

Feb. 14, beginning at 5:00. Follow—
ing appetizers at the Center, dinners
for 6 to 8 will be hosted at four homes
for $20 a plate. The hosts are Russell
Armstrong and John Griffin, Charles
Friedman, Charles Butler and
Michael Schiefelbein, and Don
Wylie. For information about party
tickets, see the ad in this edition of
the Triangle Journal or call Michael
Schiefelbein at 278—7690.
~,
On Sunday, Feb. 21 at 3:00,
Charles Friedman will give a violin
recital at Holy Trinity Community
Church to benefit MGLCC. The pro—
gram will feature J.S. Bach‘s Con—
certo in A minor and other Baroque
pieces. Tickets can be purchased by
phone at 278—7690 for $5 or at the
church on the day of the performance.
On March 14 at 3:00, the Center
will throw a Las Vegas Night. A five—
dollar admission fee will buy a stack
of fun money that players can use for
all the games. At the end of the
evening, players can use their win—
nings to bid on services such as mas—
sages, hair styling, and house cleaning
— all provided by Memphis‘ Gay and

Two Men Charged in Drag
Gown Credit Card Scam
BRANDON, Miss. (AP) — Fraud
charges have been filed against two
men in what authorities say was a
scheme to buy expensive evening
gowns for Gay men‘s parties in New
Orleans, Jackson and Memphis.
Police Chief Walter Tucker said
Vincent Ivory Cooper, 21, of Mon—
roe, and Charles Ray Husband, 26, of
Jackson allegedly used victims‘
names and credit card numbers, not
the cards themselves, to make thou—
sands of dollars of apparel purchases.
"They were buying women‘s
clothing ... pageant dresses," Tucker
said. "They readily admit they would
put on shows and wear these dresses
and makeup."
If convicted in state court of using
credit card numbers with intent to de—
fraud, each man faces a maximum
penalty of one year in prison and a
$1,000 fine. A federal conviction car—
ries a maximum penalty of 20 years
in prison and a $100,000 fine, or twice —
the value of the amount forged.
Husband and Cooper were ar—

rested in December when a suspicious
store clerk called police.
Tucker said that during the arrest,
officers found 800 credit card receipts
in the car Husband drove.
Husband had been sentenced in
November to four months in a half—
way house and 240 hours of commu—
nity service on a charge of
unauthorized use of a credit card,
records show.
—
U.S. District Judge Dan S. Lee had
said Husband ran up bills totaling
$13,824 using other people‘s credit
card numbers. He said most of the
purchases were bridal gowns bought
through the mail.
Tucker said that in the latest
scheme, the items were obtained by
presenting the credit card number,
then letting the merchant call to see if
the numbers belonged to a stolen card
or if the card‘s credit limit had been
reached.
Police said it was possible that
some of the receipts were taken from
the garbage bins of local stores.

Men‘s Softball Team Forming

Get Out the Leather — Gloves
Attention! All those who like summer fun and exercise. Dust off those
ball gloves and spikes and get yourself in gear. A Gay men‘s softball
team is forming to play in the Memphis Park Commission summer league
this year. There seems to be sufficient interest within the Gay community
start a team of our own — and isn‘t it about time?
If you have played softball previously or now, and just want to enjoy
yourself, don‘t just THINK about joining DO IT! This will be a slow
pitch team, and at least 15 players or more will be needed. What better
way to impress someone than with your athletic ability. So, stretch those
muscles and get moving.
With the Gay Softball World Series being held in Nashville in 1994,
Memphis needs to have representation of our city there.
If you are interested in playing, please call Chuck at 682—9928 for
more information. If no answer, leavea message.

Lesbian community.
A new group gaining momentum
at the Center, the Coming—Out discus—
sion group explores the continual pro—
cess of coming our to family, friends,
co—workers, and bosses. The group
meets on Saturdays at 5:00, follow—
ing the showing of taped talk shows
that deal with Gay, Lesbian, and Bi—
sexual themes. For more information,
call Gary at 362—7206. The Gay youth
group, PALS, has also been growing.
The group meets every Wednesday
evening at 7:00. For details, call Mike
at 388—9640.
The Board has recently found an
attractive, detached house to accom— —
modate the Center‘s expanding pro—
grams. The location is 2548 Hale, a
few blocks south of Union Extended
and next door to Blessed Sacrament
Church. The Center will move on the
last Saturday of the month, Feb. 20.
Details about the new location will be
mailed to MGLCC members and will
appear in the next month‘s Triangle
Journal. To help in the move, call
278—7690.
The newly instituted monthly con—
tributor program has so far yielded ap—
proximately $300 per month for the
Center. The Center‘s goal is to cover
the entire month‘s rent of $400 at the
new location through monthly con—
tributions. To become a monthly con—
tributor or an annual contributor, call
278—7690.
—Submitted by MGLCC
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Gay Phone Personals
Meet the boy next door in our local Tennessee
section. Or search the country for your type of
guy in one of our specialty categories of
=
"talking personals."
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Professionals — Reach Out to the Gay & Lesbian Community
Free Listings in TJN‘s Resource Section
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is always well to call ahead for the Hut is well known for holiday won‘t be back. We don‘t like be—
menu; there are always at least two fare). Amnesia serves a smaller ing embarrassed in front of out of
meat choices and vegetables. It is but similar menu to Rumples. town company. We also were told
an all—you—can—eat affair beginning Barbara‘s and J—Wag‘s special— of two patrons, a male couple, be—
beef,
and
much
use
of
olive
oil.
We
by Lady A.
have since learned that the chicken at 5 pm and, of course, full bar ser— ize in short orders; appetizers and ing criticized for appearing too
chummy as in "this isn‘t that kind
We have never made it a secret dish is a favorite item of many pa— vice is available. It is a pleasant be— small fare are available at Menagé;
of bar." They can take their dress
pizza
and
corn
dogs
can
be
had
at
ginning
to
an
evening
with
South—
that good eatin‘ is our primary trons of the restaurant. (Just keep
code and attitude and place it right
WKRB;
each
place
offers
some
.
ern
Country‘s
dance
lessons
on
that
remark
right
where
you
found
vice; we do wonder sometimes
between their battlements.
small
something.
Tho‘
having
not
Tuesdays.
We
must
get
the
recipe
it,
Louise.)
why we aren‘t more grossly obese
As Bette said to Tallulah, "And
We longed for the escargot, but for those potato patties from Vi tasted, we approve.
than we currently are. We have
here
you are!"
2
Oh yes, we have been by The
excercised said proclivity several Kirby didn‘t want to share and we Stewart (we told you this was _
Castle.
We
didn‘t
stay
and
we
times over the past month or so and didn‘t want all six. The setting is home cookin‘). If you haven‘t
feel justifiably proud to have tasted minimalist; interestingly coloured heard, the downstairs bar has also
several good meals under Gay aus— walls, art pieces and many win— been remodeled at Reflections and
dows facing the new pavilion on is very quiet and uncluttered in
pices.
fen: n
(
We happened onto.a very fine the corner, very airy and spacious. decor. We approve.
The last outpost of the: Free
meal at Midtown (anew restau— Prices are medium to slightly
rant occupying a good portion of _ higher. We also tried the very rea— Lunch (if anybody is old enough
— the corner of Cooper and Young). sonably priced Midtown Burger or has read enough 1930‘s novels
Rumours of the fine cookin‘ had and found exactly the same qual— to remember what that is) remains
"irt OF CENTER ||
reached us after an hour or so sling— ity. They serve noteworthy buns the Sunday afternoon buffet at the
a magazine
ing newspapers about just before (we realize what we said). We en— Pipeline. The free buffet has been
going
on
almost
as
long
as
the
bar
_
Christmas. We were a might joyed the service and understand
"Intelligently written stories about real life
hungrified so we popped in. We that the kitchen and the full ser— has and still draws a varied crowd.
Gays and Lesbians. No halfnaked men.
The
food
is
very
consistent
and
vice
bar
are
open
11
am
to
3
am
dined with Miss Kirby Kincaid,
No coastal club scenes."
|
different
each
week.
Many
times,
daily.
The
midnight
to
3
am
menu
whom we discovered to be already
* MEMPHIS
present, and enjoyed it thoroughly. is excerpts from the regular menu. the menu can be read on the
* LITTLE ROCK
Our selection was the Tournedos The wine list is enormous. We letterboard over the bar; it is also
# MINNEAPOLIS
wise
to
call
ahead
for
the
menu
du
of Beef which were tastily pre— approve.
# KANSAS CITY
By contrast, the Sunday thru jour. Stan and Dennis are justifi—
pared and artfully presented. Kirby
# WICHITA
for your |NYMBIEKRDY write to:
* OKC/TULSA
allowed us a sample of a LaJolla Thursday buffet served at Reflec— ably proud of what has become a
PO BOX 88812
#
OMAHA
Sunday
afternoon
institution.
We
tions
is
pure—dee
home
cookin‘.
shrimp appetizer pizza and a taste
Sioux Falls SD 57105
*
DES
MOINES
of her choice, the Tagliatelle and Our first experience there pro— approve.
Other bars put out buffets on an
Chicken. One will find unique duced some fine barbecued
combinations such as feta cheese chicken, first—rate sauteéd okra and irregular basis, particularly for
with the tagliatelle, crab with the extraordinary minestrone soup. It holidays and special events (the

The Vice of Choice—Food

—
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P

At
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4
1268 MADISON AVE. +—725—1909

Monday, Feb 15th
1 Show Only — 11:00 PM
JOSH RETURNS
With His

Ow Group

Late
Every Friday & Saturday
No Door Cover
Night
$3.00 Optional Beer Bust
Beer
Midnight to 3 AM
Bust
COMING MARCH 1
Announcing the Release of Their FirstPorno Film
TONY & CHASE IN PERSON
MALE ORDER —

MALE REVIEW
STRIPPERS AND LIVE SINGING
"AN AUDIO/VISUAL EXPERIENCE"
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The Best In Stripper Action
A Must — See Stars of Tomorrow Now!

New Gay & Lesbian Magazine
Too Much Vice
Left of Center
We ate out at Gay—owned venues Ministry at Holy Trinity Community they lack at the old.
A warm fuzzy to Brothers and Sis—
a lot last month. We ate so much that Church. Weourselves have been so
Other articles support Left of
This spring marks the entry of
it produced an entire article. We are honoured and have spoken at several ters Bowling League for making an—
another
magazine
joining
the
ever—
Center‘s
regional boast: cuisine —
now of the chiffon and accordion other of these functions. The food is other nice showing out of town. A
expanding
list
of
publications
from
Oklahoma
City, satire from
pleats set, enhances the figure, you ‘always good, and the honoree has al— Men‘s Softball Team is in the forma—
Minneapolis,
and
commentary
aimed
at
the
Lesbian
and
Gay
tive stages. We understand that it is
ways been worthy of recognition.
know.
reader.
from
Memphis.
all—male,
leading
toward
cometing
in
A
GDI
Club
Night
will
be
held
on
Where We Went
"Middle Americans, Gay
Left of Center, a subscnptlon
It is no secret that we have been Jan. 30 at the Pipeline. A donation will a specific group. Is there still a:
spending many happy Tuesdays with go toward the Memphis Gay and Les— women‘s team? Is there interestin a supported publication, premieres Middle Americans, are bread and
mixed team? Why don‘t you sports— this March in five major markets: butter, hard working, no—nonsense
Southern Country Memphis at their bian Switchboard.
The Faces ofFantasy show will minded individuals discuss it, our Minneapolist/St. Paul, Kansas folks. I‘d like Left of Center to
new home, Reflections. There are
new faces among those in dance be presented at St. Therese Little sport of choice is Mah—Jongg.
City, Oklahoma City/Tulsa, Mem— — speak directly to them." Still
Aphrodite will hold its first ben— phis, and Omaha/Des Moines.
classes, the sound and mixes are much Flower Church, in the cafeteria, on
Fuerhelm insists that this is a
better and very consistent. Many Sat., Feb. 13, tobenefit Friends For efit of 1993, a Variety Show, at —
"We are definitely targeting the magazine of interest to all Gays
dances are taught twice weekly, many
WKRB Feb. 28. The beneficiary midwest," said Bryan R. and Lesbians.
Life.
are simple enough to learnquickly
Plans are already underway for this will be Loving Arms. Our Fuerhelm, editor. Feurhelm is also
"When you‘re trying to reach
and club members are always present year‘s Pipette/Pipeline 4th of
Aphrodite sisters are publishers of The Progress Tri— an audience this diverse — rang—
to assist beginners. The nicest thing July Benefit. In al—
__
going to broaden bune, the Gay and Lesbian news— ing from liberals to conservatives,
isthat when a person line dances, the
ternate years
their outreach paper in South Dakota.
young and old, activists to those
chore of obtaining a partner against
this huge
into
the
coming out ofthe closet for the first
"The
Gay
publications
which
all odds is unnecessary. Therefore, the
program has
2 community. have recently surfaced are slick, time — it‘s a challenge! The best
larger the repertoire of line dances, the
been a true
Look for but they appeal to a younger, more we can do is shine a spotlight on
more chance to participate. The more c r o w d.
their
fa— coastal readership. Left of Center ordinary individuals and the ex—
intricate of the couple dances are re—
pleaser and
m 0 us appeals to the sensibilities of the traordinary circumstances in their
ally beautiful and sometimes roman—
has been
— tic to behold. Volumes can be spoken
s h
s Gay midwesterner."
profitable
lives. The voices in Left of Center
by just touching fingertips. Hopefully,
around sev—
toward sev—
The first issue features the story — will reflect that spectrum."
modification and enlargement of the
eral new cor— of a young woman who, after find—
eral charities.
Anyone interested in receiving
dance area will come in the future, and
ners.
a
free
issue can send their name
ing
herself
with
no
place
else
to
one can have a civilized cocktail there. —
So and So
turn,
seeks
refuge
in
a
homeless
and
address
to Left of Center, P.O.
We tried the buffet; see the other ar—
Did Such and Such
Pageant Parade
_
shelter. From there she is asked to Box 88812, Sioux Falls, SD
ticle elsewhere. See Southern
The south side of Chaps has been
Miss Sweetheart—Feb. 12—Am
leave because she is a Lesbian.
57105. Subscriptions cost $15 per
Country‘s ad for more information, christened Chaps II and is becoming
nesia
or the calendar.
"It‘s
a
raw,
honest
account,
told
year.
sort of a "just family" sort of bar. Todd
or
On the other foot (tee hee) we were (neé J—Wag‘s) and Nancy (neé the
Miss Sweetheart—Feb. 14— in her own words,"said Feuerhelm.
able to visit the Cotton Pickin‘ ~ Hut) have combined to create a new, Apartment Club
Squares at one of their Thursday night relaxed sort of space. There will be
Miss Best All—Around—Feb. 28—
9TH ANNUAL ......
Tuesday, Feb.9, 7.PM..
Square dancingis a lot of some maleand female (and other) Apartment Club ___
sit
in and takes a certain amount of skill. entertainment and open passage to the
WKRB
8
This skill can be acquired during regu— video side of Chaps.
Final Round
1528
Madison
Jar class sessions each Thursday. We
If you want a laugh at Menagé, tell
"Poor, wand‘ring one; if such poor
felt pretty good (having only square
them that you read Fahrvergniigen love as mi—ne; can help thee find true
danced twice in the last 25 years) at
(sometimes
pronounced peace of mind, then ta—ke it, i—t is
holding our own, just walking in off
farvernoogin) means "Happy Motor— thine."
g p>
the street like that (watch it!), but the
Gilbert
&
Sullivan,
The
Pirates
ofPenzance
AWARD BANOUET
ing." A Volkswagen person, particu—
long hours of practice are justified by
larly of the Bug/Beetle era, will
the beauty and precision of the result.
$5.00 donation Benefits
&
understand.
Tata.
It is somewhat sportslike and chal—
Whatever became of Spilled Tea
We
Care
AIDS
Ministry
of
Holy
Trinity Church
Lady A.
lenging. Often, the idea of executing
and the old tea bag?
a complex figure many times is to
We are enormously pleased and
exchange partners again and again,
just a bit green that MGLCC presi—
finally ending up right where one be—
dent Mike Schiefelbein will have a
gan, with the original partner. Doing
short story published in Christopher
this properly, with style, can be very
Street in an upcoming issue. There is
enjoyable and qualifies as a three—star
cultuah in Mayumphiyus.
rush.
Who remembers the Purple Eve
We did not attend, but congratula—
"Gring the whole
Lounge?
tions to the cast of the Reflections
At the Pipeline, the Full Moon
Benefit for raising $335 to be divided
will be celebrated on Feb. 6 and Alli—
equally among MGLCC, Friends For
Dagwood Cookie
ance will hold a Valentine Love Lock
Life and the Adult Special Care Unit
Up Club Night on Feb. 13. Once
and
Alexander
Bumstead
at the MED. Similar multi—purpose
again, the Pipeline will celebrate
benefit shows are planned monthly for |
Mardi Gras and Carnival Weekend
1993. A letter to the editor has listed
with food, decorations, revel and King
all of those people we always can‘t
Cake. Food on Fat Tuesday, Feb. 16,
remember.
will be served from the kitchen, rather
MID—TOWN HAIR
than buffet, the menu will be Cajun.
Support And Be Entertained
Congratulations to Miss Bluff
Charles Friedman will perform in
City, Racine Scott; Mr. Bluff City,
a violin recital at Holy Trinity Com—
Hairstyling 4 All of Us
Dexter St. John; and Miss Tri—State,
munity Church Feb. 21, 3:30 pm, to
Christine Colby.
benefit MGLCC.
Live music will come to Menagé
Remember, also, that. the Switch—
on Jan. 29 and Feb. 7. Check their ad.
board, serving all callers through vol—
1926 Madison at Tucker
They have taken a different twist with
unteer efforts since the mid—70‘s, is
the new dance floor lighting.
David Jeffers
supported by the MGLCC. The future
(across from Huey‘s)
MGLCC has an ad for a Progres—
of one is the future of both. Be gener—
sive Dinner Party fundraiser else—
(901) 278—2199
ous!
Memphis, Tennessee 38104
where in this newspaper. The number
The ninth annual Tsarus Man of
of groups meeting at the Center is
the Year banquet will be held Tues—
ever—increasing and we hope their
day, Feb. 9, at WKRB. This year‘s
new location will provide everything
beneficiary will be the We Care AIDS
13—The Triangle Journal News—February 199
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728—GAYS
(901) 276—4651

Space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News

7:30 — 11:00

ThHis Ap Space

Nightly

AVAILABLE FOR ONLY

Information,

$15 a monmH
SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY
CALL
Vincent Astor — (901) 320—9015
Bos Dumais — (901) 725—91 78
Aren CooK or Jorn Snuweu. — (901) 454—141 1
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March

Meeting

Monday February 1.
for all those interested in the
1993 March on Washington

Counseling,
Referral
A Service of the
Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community Center

Main Library, Peabody and McLean
7 PM—Meeting Room B downstairs
Space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News —

Space donated as a public service of
the Triangle Journal News.

COMING IN MARCH...
Metro

News

Nashville‘s Newest

THE

World‘s Largest Adult Bookstore
ESCORT

822 Fifth Avenue, South
Nashville, Tennessee
Telephone: (615) 256—1310

SERVICE
Discreet, confidential escorts for the Gay Community

open 24 Hours

Community Calendar — February 1993
Saturday
Friday
Thursday
Wednesday
Tuesday
Monday
Sunday
* Talk Show Hour,
* Feast For Friends, « Southern Country |« Free HIV Testing, |« Cotton Pickin‘ + Pizza Night,
January 31
MGLCC, 4pm,
Squares, Prescott |MGLCC, 6pm
Call: 272—0855 for Dance Lessons, Call for Info
"Colorado
Night,
Video
*
Bapt.,
Memorial
1576—7714
8pm
Reflections,
information
Friends F
MGLCC, 7:30pm, Amendment"
+ PALS (Youth |7pm
fiends Fol. «March On
"The Lion In Winter" « Coming Out
Group), MGLCC,
Life Auction ._ washington
* Southern Country |Support Group,
7pm
Meeting, Main
Volunteer
Dance Lessons, MGLCC, Spm
* BibleStudy, Holy
Meeting, 2:00 Library, Downstairs,
Reflections, 8pm
Trinity Community
7pm
c
* Chaps II Grand
Memphis

Church, 7:30pm

Email:
9.

1

2

8

* Tsarus Man of the |« PALS (Youth _
Group), MGLCC,
Year Dinner,
7pm
WKRB, 7pm

9:45am, Worship
Services, 11am,
6:30pm

1528 madison 278 '9321

Opening

4

« Southern Country |« Free HIV Testing, |« Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Call for Info
Dance Lessons,
Memorial Bapt.,
Reflections, 8pm [576—7714

* Holy Trinity
Community Church,
Sunday School,

#

— Friends For Life
Auction Volunteer

» Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community

Meeting, 2pm, Red
Buildin
Cross
— The Marilyng

Church, 7:30pm

|7pm

5

6

LINCOLN‘S
[BIRTHDAY

sGay Vets, MGLCC,
* Talk Show Hour,

ézsopm, "Apartment
ioo.

.Sgtllgririilr$i-l€gggwn
ool‘
efecto.

Digehfgnsggnw
Reflections, 8pm
+ Miss Sweetheart

ﬁﬁfﬁﬁém Night,
"Love Lock Up", Pipeline
+ Faces of Fantasy , 8pm

* Video Night,
|MGLCC, 7:30pm,

+ MGLCC Closed
|« Mardi Gras ‘93

Magoo,étplr’nafeay &
Aoi ae a onine
« MGLCC Board
"oonNormerce lor.Melseont—

Contest, Amnesia

FRIENDS FOR LIFE
HIV RESOURCES
321 BELLEVUE
P.O. BOX 40389
MEMPHIS, TN
38174—0389

8:01thrgﬁtydoonslmhunﬂlv
gasam, Worship __"
Services, 11am, 6:30pm
se boo Pay, MGLOS.
a Erogressive Dinner
Party, MGLCC, spm
Ane
Pageant, Apartment

1576—7714
Monthly Healing
| PALS (Youth
service, 5:30pm;
|*+ Copy & Ad
Deadline for March Dinner, 6:30pm—$3; Group), MGLCC,
7pm
Meeting, 7pm
‘99 TIN

Memorial Bapt.,
7pm
|« Spirituality
Discussion Group,

Party, Pipeline
"The 4th Man"
+ Southern Country
Dance Lessons,
Reflections, Spm

|* Feast For Friends, « Southern Country |« Bible Study, Holy
Call: 272—0855 for |Dance Lessons,
Trinity Community
[information
Reflections, 8pm
Church, 7:30pm

|MGLCC, 7pm
:

* Mardi Gras ‘93
Party, Pipeline

14
|« Holy Trinity
Community Church,
Sunday School:

222?“ “42:29

* Holy Trinity

15

16

WASHINGTON‘S
(BIRTHDAY

|FAT TUESDAY

«Mardi Gras ‘93

Dance Lessons,

Party, Pipeline
:

F
6-30pcris'
s Vioun Recital

iMGLCC Benefit,
HTCC, 3:80pm
* MGLCC Closed
+ Mardi Gras ‘93
Party, Pipeline

* Integrity/Memphis, « Free HIV Testing, |« Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
Calvary Episcopal, Call for Info

PRESIDENT‘S
DAY

VALENTINES
DAY

Party, Pipeline

21

22

17

Call for Info

(576—7714
|« PALS (Youth

Group), MGLCC,
7pm
* Bible Study, Holy
Trinity Community
Church,
23|7s0m
24

&

gaxsg‘ghgglumhf Tell President Clinton you support his stand on

Gays and Lesbians serve in the
9:45am, Worship allowing
military.
Call
the WHITE HOUSE COMMENT
Services, 1 tam,
LINE
at
(202)
456—1111. (The line may be
6:30pm
* Aphrodite Benefit, busy, but keep trying.)
WKRB
* Miss Best
All—Around,
Apartment 28

Information, Referrals,
Client Services,
Support Groups,
Food Pantry
&
A public service of the Triangle Journal News

18

|ASH WEDNESDAY] — Cotton Pickin‘
Squares, Prescott
+ Southern Country |« Free HIV Testing, Memorial Bapt.,

Reflections, Spm
* Mardi Gras ‘93

278—AIDS

7pm

» Fiction Reading,
MGLCC, 7pm |

19
* March ‘93 TJN
|Due Out
|< Video Night,

MGLCC, 7:30pm,

20
|« Talk Show Hour,
MGLCC, 4pm,
"Bisexuality"

|« Coming Out

"The Time of Their |Support Group,
MGLCC, 5pm
Lives"

« Southern Country 1+ Memphis Phone
Corps, MGLCC,
Dance Lessons,
6pm
Reflections, 8pm
» Potluck, MGLCC,
Tom
25
26)"°
27

|Become at part of the Sixth Friends For Life
Auction for AIDS. Volunteer meetings held
every Sunday afternoon at 2:00 pm at the Red
Cross Building. Auction scheduled for April 4.
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Support For Boycott Over

Amendment 2 Dropped

Decision To Bo

yeott Colorado Costly For i

Some Groups

Groups andmeetingsandconven—
organizations that —
elsewhetnever
re, butwasac
Broadmonsider
oor official
s
havecanceled
saidtha
ationin
tions
in Colorado
to protest
the pas—
theircase.
sage
ofthe
anti—Gay
rights
measure
"Idon‘terewe
thinkthweren‘t
ereevergoingt
wasasiopur—tu—
Amendment
2
are
finding
that
their
ationwh
decisionscan
becostly.
§
sue the aylor."
money,"Wesimp
said spokes
woman
TheBroadmoorHotelinColorado
DebraC
lywere
wait—
Springs, which
wasto
host the Juneof
ingtose
e
ifthema
yorscou
ld
beper—
meeting
of
the
U.S.
Conference
suaded
to change
theirmi
nds."
Mayors,hasannounceditwillbillthe
MikeBr
own,as
pokesm
anforthe
group$100,000forcancelingitsres—
mayors‘
group,
said
the
cancell
ation
ervation.
}
fee
would
be
paid
primari
ly
from
Thethatmayors‘
group toisoneofsev—
memberrs.ship fees generally paid by
eral
have
decided
move
their
taxpaye
events out of2,Colorado
because of
Amendment
the
voter—approved
measure
to barlaws rights
and regulations
that
protectthecivil
ofhomo—
sexuals.
The National Association ofHis—
panicJournalistscanceleditsreserva—
tionattheRadissonHotelDenverfor
aforthe
Marchhotelconference.
A spokesman
said
the
group
will pay
$118,000
forthe
cancellation.
NAHJ members were concerned
thatthecancellationfeewouldbank
ruptthegroup,buti
t nowappearsthat
corporate
donations
will cover the
expense.
BREAKFAST
Othergroups, includingthe Soci—
etyofEpidemiologicResearch,have
VICTORIAN INN
decidedtooverlookphilosophicalres—
#7Springs,
Lema ARSt. 72632
ervations
about
coming
to
Colorado
Eureka
in order to avoid paying what could
501—253—9010
beadevastatingcancellationfee.The
epidemiologists
stood to lose
t
canceleditsreservation
i‘Judge Will Not Reconsider at$150,000ifi
a hotel
Amendment 2 Injunction
DENVE
R (AP)a state
— Amotion
Denverto Supreme
ThestatCourtto
ethenareviewth
skedthe ecaseim
Colorad—o ,
judge
has
rejected
reconsid
erhisJarightsme
n15deciasureA
siontobmend—
lock mediatel
y. ent2,approved byColo—
thement2from
anti—Gay
Amendm
takingeffect.
radoanyvoters
Nov.regulatio
3, barsn thethatpassage
DenverD
istrictJ
udgeJef
fBayles
s
of
law
or
grants
JaningAmen
15grantdment2
edaninjufromtak
nctionpre
vent—
civilrig
htsprote
ctionst
ohomose
xu—
Mepal.
ingeffec
t
als.
I
t
also
annuls
existing
laws
that
untilal
awsuitch
allengin
gitscons_ ti— grantsuchprotectionsinAspen,Boul—
1680 Madison
tutionali
can
be
decided.
ty
derandDenver.
Deputy
Attorne
y
Memphis,
TN 38104
General
Paul
Ingrantingtheprelimin
aryinjunc—
Farleyo
nJan19
askedBa
ylessto
re—
tion,
Bayless
901—725—1745
said
it
appeare
d
the
versethcalledth
einjunction
because
ofwhatdi— ofGaysa
amendmentviola
tedbasic
civilrigh
ts
Farley
ejudge‘
s
"extraor
nd
Lesbians
andresul
tedin
Fripay, January 29
Carot & Beth Perrorminc Live
nary"
move
to
prevent
the
voter—ap
—
state—e
ndorsed
discrim
ination
.
proved
9
&
11
pm
amendm
enttog
THE Bestin Acoustic Guitar Music
ointoef
fect. Bayless
saidhebelieved
theplain
tiffs
Bayless
issueda
one—sent
encere—
have
a
"reasona
ble entprobabil
ity"tu—of
plythe Jan.
20
saying
he
had
reviewe
d
proving
the
amendm
unconsti
Sunpay, January 31
state‘s request and would not tionalat trialand thereforewasbound
SUPER Super Bowr PARTY
changehisposition.
toissuetheinjunction.
Oren at 2 pm
with Drink Speciars. & Bic Screen TV
AND
7:00 pm
"ONE NIGHT ONLY‘ GIRLS
NO COVER
Sunpay, Fesruary 7
Live Entertainment av
S OF FANTASY
8 pm
~THE MARILYNS
Return Encacement
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 13 — 8 PM
St. Theresa/Little Flower Cafeteria
Au new uekteDp pance oor wirh DJ Lee Hni, Tnurspay—Sunpay
Jackson at Evergreen
Noalcohol willbe served.
Happy Hour 5—7 pm pany
_ Orpen WreonEspay — Monpay
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After Injunction

"We would have been paying it off
for 10 to 15 years," said spokes—
woman Lorann Stallones.
A spokeswoman for the
Broadmoor said the hotel is negotiat—
ing with the Conference of Mayors,
which chose to move its conference
to New York City. The cancellation
fee for the 350 or so rooms the group
reserved probably won‘t exceed
$100,000, she said.
Lodging industry officials say it is
common for hotels tq try to book
groups who cancel at sister hotel

DENVER (AP) — Some Gay boycotting Colorado.
and Lesbian groups around the nation
Denver District Judge Jeffrey
briefly considered halting a boycott Bayless on Jan.15 granted an injunc—
of Colorado after a judge issued an tion that prevents Amendment 2 from
injunction barring Amendment 2 taking effect until a lawsuit challeng— _
from taking effect, the leader of a boy— ing the measure can be decided. A
cott group said.
:
decision on the lawsuit could be
But they reconsidered when the months away.
state attorney general‘s office an—
Amendment 2, approved by vot—
nounced it would immediately appeal ers Nov. 3, bars the passage of laws
the decision to the Colorado Supreme or regulations that extend civil rights
Court, said Boycott Colorado spokes— protections based on sexual orienta—
man Robert Briggs—Daniels. He said tion. It also annuls existing ordinances
he spoke with Boycott Colorado af— that grant such protections in Denver,
filiates in New York, Chicago, Phila— Boulder and Aspen.
delphia, Houston, Seattle,; Los
Briggs—Daniels said the Colorado
Angeles and San Francisco. He also organization never considered lifting
received reports from Gay and Les— its boycott.
%
bian groups in San Francisco, New
"Judge Jeff Bayless‘ order wasjust
York and Rhode Island.
a temporary stay. We won‘t lift the
Representatives of some groups boycott until the amendment is re—
told Briggs—Daniels they thought pealed by the voters or it is thrown
about dropping the boycott until learn— out by the courts,"he said. "IfAmend—
ing that a state appeal to the injunc— ment 2 were repealed, it would send
tion would be filed Jan 19.
a message to the United States that
On Jan. 18, the boycott actually Colorado voters have chosen to make
gained new support. Singer James the correct decision."
Taylor announced through his agent
Colorado Solicitor General Tim
that he will not play in Colorado until Tymkovich said the standard Bayless
Amendment 2 is repealed. Agent Pe— set in granting the injunction, which
ter Stiglin said Taylor, who headlined required the state to show "a substan—
the Telluride Bluegrass Festival last tial and compelling" interest for
year, will not return this year. Taylor Amendment 2 to exist instead of a
‘joins Liza Minelli, Barbra Streisand, «"reasonable" interest, is always diffi—
{Joan Rivers and Whoopi Goldberg in cult for the governmentto meet.

in Keystone for its confer
ence in Juhe.
s

NOW

AVAILABLE
Open 7 Days a Week
11 AM — 11 PM

| 1411 POPLAR AVE.
MEMPHIS, TN
(901) 272—7827

Now
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Open 7 Days a Week

|
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1411 POPLAR AVE.
MEMPHIS, TN
(901) 272—7827

NEW Woods
RELEASE!
James
is a con man out
*
sa _.

James Woods and Louis Gossett,
comedy about con men and
ER] @»,

lik

*

star in this action—pack
small town boxing.
,

.
mor
veenie.cad
C
o.
Metro—Goldwyn—Mayer Inc. Available exclusively through Warmer Home Video.

]
&

HOME VIDEO

I

to pull the ultimate scam on hus—
tler Bruce Dern in this action—
packed comedy that will leave
‘\ you cheering. His secret weap—
on: Louis Gossett, Jr., a forty—

i

%
§
$

n

eight year old ex—contender who

98

4
I

hasn‘t a clue he‘s the pawn in a
match to fight ten of Diggstown‘s

=

best in twenty-four hours
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Gay Students Scared to Come out of Closet
ciation last spring and this fall.

raised questions about homosexuals
The money went for an answering
and their treatment on campus and in
_
machine, office supplies, advertising,
the community.
educational materials and sending two
"Professionals at the university and
MOSCOW, Idaho (AP) — About
individuals to the National Gay and
half of the members of the fledgling in the community don‘t even come
Lesbian Task Force conference in Los
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Associa— out," Thomas said. "It isn‘t safe. The
. Angeles.
Gay
men
feel
if
they
are
open
they
tion at the University of Idaho remain
"I said there wasn‘t a way we could
— might be beat up."
firmly in the closet.
justify not giving it," he said. "It
Thomas said it is a constant
"Half are really, really paranordf
seemed like a very reasonable re—
said Eric, who declined to reveal his struggle to include homosexuals in the
quest."
last name because he said his parents . discussion when diversity issues are
Eric No. 2 said the association‘s
talked
about
at
the
university.
still are uncomfortable with his sexual
members generally aren‘t sure what
"Mostly I think it is an oversight,"
orientation after being told aboutit a
their next step should be in the after—
she said.
year ago.
math of the conflict.
The Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
"There is genurne concern as far _
"Since our group is fairly new, we
Association was formed at the Uni—
as Gay bashing."
don‘t have a lot of support," he ex—
But even those members who have versity of Idaho nine months ago af—
plained. "The climate is that every—
jumped out of the closet are reluctant ter a similar group at Washington
body is afraid to come out of the
State
University
didn‘t
provide
as
to be publicly identified.
@
closet. ... You are brought up in a
"I‘m out, but not loud," said a sec— much support for some UI students
straight world and you have to try to
ond Gay student named Eric, who re— as they wanted, two members of the
overcome a lot of the barriers in—
quested that his last name not be group said.
grained in socrety and that is
The group is composed primarily
published because his parents don‘t
homophobia." —
of
undergraduate
students.
It
works
know he is a homosexual.
Marilyn Schuler, director of the
He said he fears he could be fired with other groups to sponsor dances;
Idaho Human Rights Commission,
and
provides
speakers
and
an
outreach
from his after—school job if his em—
said the commission tends to get more
phone line.
ployer found out he was Gay.
reports about "Gay bashing" than
"A lot of people don‘t feel com—
These two students are represen—
about discrimination against homo—
tative of Gays at the university in that fortable going to meetings," Eric No.
sexuals. Discrimination against ho—
they are always on guard, residing in 1 said of the phone line. "It‘s a way
mosexuals isn ‘t prohibited by law in
a hostile environment, said Betsy for people to be completely anony—
Idaho.
Thomas, the association‘s adviser and mous. We are there as a non—threat—
"The fact we don‘t get reports
ening listener."
director of the UI Women‘s Center.
doesn‘t mean there isn‘t discrimina—
The irony to the Rock flap is that
The recent flap about whether Ri—
tion," she said. "People are afraid to
chard Rock, the school‘s student body Rock, as a member of the student
report these things because they don‘t
government‘s
activities
board,
sup—
president, sought tht resignation of
want it (their sexual orientation)
the attorney general, Thomas Talboy, ported granting $720 of its money to
known¥
because of his sexual orientation has the Gay, Lesbian and BisexualAssoBy Michael Wickline
Lewiston Morning Tribune

Prejudlce Hurts More Than Virus
ter of a southwestern Oklahoma with about 50 superintendents of
OKLAHOMA
CITY
(AP)—
schools in southwestern Oklahoma
14—year—old
Lone
Wolf
boy
carries storm.
—From Granite to Mangum to Na— and conducted a similar program.
the HIV virus but his suffering

14—Year Old:

comes from prejudice, not disease.
You see, Philip Tepe just wants
to play basketball, like he‘s been do—
ing since he was 9. But other boys
won‘t play against him.
When Tepe‘s junior high team
played Granite in the season opener,
one of Granite‘s best players sat out.
When the teams played again a
week later, four more Granite play—
ers joined him on the bench. Two
entered the game only when Tepe
was removed, and both left when
he re—entered.
The towns are eight miles apart
on State Highway 9 in far southwest
Oklahoma, and most of the kids
grew up playing with and against
each other.
When Philip, who is a hemo—
philiac, tested positive for the virus
that causes AIDS, his parents noti—
fied only family, friends and school
officials. Now, because of the preju—
dice, they‘ve decided to discuss
their son‘s case publicly, Philip‘s
mother, Doricia Tepe, said in an
interview with The Sunday Oklaho—
man.
"The reason we‘ve kept it confi—
dential is what we‘re going
through" now, she said.
Since those two games in No—
vember against Granite Junior
High, Lone Wolf hasbeen the cen—
18—The Triangle Journal News — February 1993

vajo to Duke, the rumor spread that
a Lone Wolf boy with HIV was
playing on both the junior high and
high school teams.
*
As a result, many of Lone Wolf‘s
games have been canceled for want
of opposing players. The govern—
ment, through the Americans with
Disabilities Act, prohibits discrimi—
nation based on HIV status. But it
has been parents, not school offi—
cials, making the decision.
Most medical authorities say the
risk is almost nonexistent; most par—
ents don‘t want to settle for almost.
Only three Mangum parents
would allow their sons to play
against Tepe; Mountain View—
Gotebo had two, Erick one, Navajo
none. Granite and Duke also for—
feited.
Some schools have continued to
play Lone Wolf — Sayre, Sentinel,
Olustee, Roosevelt and Hobart.
"I understand their fear," Mrs.
Tepe said. "But I‘m way past it.
We‘ve lived with it too long. I‘ve
outgrown the fear. It doesn‘t rule
our lives."
State epidemiologist Dr. Paul
Zenker came to Lone Wolf in De—
cember to conduct a public meet—
ing on HIV awareness. It was taped
and distributed to surrounding com—
munities.
‘On Jan. 6 in Altus, Zenker met

Perhaps as a result, Mountain
View—Gotebo, which earlier had
canceled, played Lone Wolf on
Thursday night.
Hollis also plans to play Lone
Wolf. Hollis Superintendent Ed
Robinson says his son will be on the
court.
"I told my son that I was not
afraid of him playing," Robinson
said. Transmission of HIV "just
doesn‘t happen that way."
But the message isn‘t spreading
as fast as the Tepes would like. Mrs.
Tepe said that‘s why the family de—
cided to talk, in the hope that more
people will become educated about
the virus that causes AIDS.
"All we‘ve ever wanted was for —
him to live as normal a life as pos—
sible," Mrs. Tepe said.
Philip doesn‘t cry often, but he
cried once after the basketball contro—
versy began, his mother said.
"He‘s one tough little kid," his
mother said. "We‘ve always been
very open with Philip. That‘s the way
he‘s wanted it. It would be nice to
shield him. But he has nothing to be
ashamed of. He has a virus. That vi—
rus could care less who he is or any—
one else is.
"Dadgum, this isn‘t the path we‘d —
have chosen. But we darnsure have
to take it. It got pushed on us, and
we‘ll deal with it."

#
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PARTY at the PIPELINE:

An all weekend event ending
on FAT TUESDAY with Jazz,
great New Orleans cuisine, and
a little touch of the Quarter.
Happy Hour Prices
for Costumed Revelers.
Starts on Sat. Feb. 19*® and
ends Tues. Feb. 23+.
Check full event schedule in the Bar.

Love Lock Up

._

Alliance Club Night
The Pipeline

_

Saturday, Feb. 13 — 10 p.m. — til
Grand Prize Giveaway

—

jaw/ﬂy Merch 25*,10993 _
Over $1000 in Cash EPrizes

Ths stgant git/£5

ofgmafsﬂmlbawna {on

cfbpﬁaatwni auaifagfa at (WW"B or contact 55051157 Afills
Application Deadline is Tuesday, March 25", 1993

When time‘s running short andso is your money. . .
Discover financial freedom
with Funds for Life.
We‘re here to help anyone facing the financial
challenges of living with an incurable illness.
Life Funding Corporation is prepared to
confidentially purchase your life insurance
policy so that you can have your money now
when you really need it.
Together we can realize your dreams of better
quality health care and more fulfilling |
experiences of life.
For information call 1—800—456—8799.
Your call will be confidential.

LIFE FUNDING CORPORATION
Funds For Life.
8300 DUNWOODY PLACE ¥ SUITE 220 ¥ ATLANTA, GA 30350
(404) 518—8830 ¥ (800) 456—8799 & FAX: (404) 518—9663
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tionships;as fulfilling as they can
be, will not always be without a
few ups and downs.
— chase additional tools needed for
By Don McCracken
Sometimes, wejust need to take
the job and another time to ex—
the required time to look at our
My New Year‘s Day was spent change a new replacement part
mutual strengths and weaknesses.
learning a parabolic lesson in life which proved to be defective.
That‘s where the other resources
This story chronicles how time,
by dealing with a vexed toilet that
within our minds and hearts come
almost refused to be helpedby my talent, and treasure are a necessity
in as handy as anyone using the
of life. That applies to relation—
nurturing hands.
*
appropriate tools on a given project
It all started a few days before ships, too.
that needs or requires our atten—
Obviously, in the fast lane of
the new year. I awoke from a rhap—
tion... —
sody of sleep to hear a symphony life that is crowded with fast—food
[Don McCracken holds an Asso—
of discord in the form of perpetual places lit with neon signs and in— ciate ofArts degreefrom WoodJun—
stant this—and—that sealed hopefully ior College, and a BA from Bethel
running water from atoilet, no
with environmentally safe packag— College. He worked as a special as—
exactly a natural waterfall:Th
ing, it‘s easy to see how someone signment reporter for the campus
toilet was in acceptable runnin
may
be emotionally unable or un— newspapers at both colleges. He also
condition when I closedmy eyes
to sleep the night before; The wa willing to take the timeto cultivate hold a Master ofDivinity degreefrom
Memphis Theological Seminary
terfilled the tank and shut offqui— a relationship.
Once started, a relationship where he was a Cum Laude gradu—
etly as usual. Now, the babbling
does
require "maintenance tools." ate.
beast of water would not be si— _
Our
skills
in communication may _ McCracken is employed by a ma—
lenced without turning the water
jor airline and is owner—operator of
shut—offvalve completely to the off differ as much as thefinancial re— Bodyrights Therapeutic Massage
position or making the necessary sources of one person to another. Center. His hobbies include writing
Unlike the parable of toilet main— lyrics and music, playing the piano,
repairs.
I am an inexperienced neophyte tenance, we find our tools from cooking, reading books on astrology,
when it comes to plumbing; how— within our hearts and headszgkin- business, communicativepsychology,
health, philosophy and religion, and
ever, I wanted to prove something stead of a hardware store.
While we may bring individu— other subjects. Also, he is involved in
to myself— even if it took all day.
to prove it. I decided to replace: ality into a relationship, our like— a support project for the needy and
everything except the lift arm and nesses as well as our differences the homeless inMemphis. Ifyou have
any questions or comments that you
handle. Why not,—since I was al— .— have an opportunity to blend into
would
something
that
canbe
seen
by
oth—**
"C! like to address to him, please
ready engaged in this plumbing
them{ito: Alternative Thinking,
«send
"¢:
nphe
mn
oe
adventure that could prove help— ers, as an artistic collage, if nota
Don McCracken, P.O. Box 280123,
ful to any anal retentive soul? More picture—perfect masterpiece..We Memphis, TN38168.]
— than one return trip to the hardware know that roses, as lovely as they
| storewasrequired — once to pur— are, have thorns; moreover, rela—
ol o m aet
bil cein co n. gemrman %nigs
xgr
Alternative Thinking ___

Sunday, April 4, 1993 —
Memphis Airport Hotel
Volunteer/Donor Meetings
Every Sunday Afternoon at 2:00 p.m.
Beginning Jan 31, 1993
American Red Cross Building
1400 Central Avenue
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If you‘re not coming to our church you‘re missing out:
a whole lot more than unconditional love.

Love without qualifications should be enough to bring you to Holy Trinity. But a

lot more is going on here than sharing in that joy.

On February 21, We Care AIDS Ministry is sponsoring a workshop called
"Coming Out HIV Positive". This informative and supportive event will begin
at 6:30 p.m.

First, on February7, we will celebrate our second anniversary, beginning with our
11:00 a.m. service. Then, because this is the first Sunday of the month, wewill —
— follow the servicewith our traditional Pot—Luck dinner. Afterwards, wewill
feconvene in‘the sanctuary for a celebration in song.
Secondly, we are hosting a Valentine‘s Day Banquet on February 13 at 8:00 p.m.
Complete with Mr. and Ms. Valentine, the entertainment will be provided by
Aphrodite, and admission is a $5 donation at the door.

HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH
2323 MONROE AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38104
901/726—9443
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Lastly, we present athree part seminar: Homosexuality and the Bible. Each
evening, the 22nd throughthe24th of February, the seminar will begin at 7:00
p.m. Ifyou haveany questiolfsiahogt your relationship with God and your place .
in His kingdom, &wor sda>k: nigppls this.
The experienizes f adifevioae migppening at Holy Trinity Community Church. §
Come experience life withHos

I

SERVICES:
SUNDAYS 9:45 A.M. 11:00 A.M. & 6:30 P.M.
WEDNESDAYS 7:00 P.M.
:
PASTOR — REV. ETHAN PRUETT

\
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Mabon said he talked to busi—

young people. And if we move to ecutive order by Gov. Neil nesses in Springfield, which passed
Anti-Gay
deny them information or counsel— Goldschmidt that barreddiscrimi— «a similar city amendment, to deter—
ing, then I think we exacerbate the nation based on sexual orientation. mine the new initiative would not
Initiative Unveiled
problem, especially high school age However, the courts struck the cause loss of business in Oregon.
"The bottom line is there is no
measure down in November, ruling
or younger."
The initiative also contains word— it violated state constitutional guar— real economic downturn in Colo—
By
Catherine
O‘Brien
"Weplanontakingourmessage
rado, the same as in Springfield,"
to protect the jobs of homosexu— antees of free speech.
Associated Press Writer toegonians
the citiesdon‘tandtolerate
countiesdiscrimina—
that Or— ing
The new initiative says it will Mabon said. "I think the initiative
als and avoid court challenges.
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she
said.
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The measure overturned an ex—

New Oregon

wESTERN A Home Away From Home
Io in the San Francisco Bay Area
Local lesbians and gay men invite
you to stay in their homes.
C.
Enjoy breakfasts, gay events, resources,
EXPOSURE
and new connections!
alternative
travel
opportunities Program Includes:
* accomodationswith SF Bay Area lesbians & Gays
* breakfasts and some dinners
Phone
510.869.4395 *calendaroflesbian and gay events
orwrite: * referrals tolesbian and gay services inthe
P.O. Box 2116 SFBayArea
Berkeley, CA
94702
Wewilldoourbesttoaccommodateyourspedalneeds.

In Female
Impersonation

oe P
Annual Hoedown
Hundreds of men from around
country will be Southern
Country‘s guests at Reflections

Comiug Soou
Bonnie Bitch
Queen Of Memphis
Pageant
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Federal Health Officials: AIDS Deaths Will
Double by 1995

®

more than 160,000 deaths in the 15% in 1991, compared with 10% for
men, the CDC said.
United States.
THE MD—SOUTHMEN‘S COUNGL
But homosexual and bisexual men
The number of deaths by 1995 is
ATLANTA (AP) — Govern— projected to reach 330,000 to 385,000 will still make up the largest pool of
CLASSES BECIN FEB. 8TH
ment scientists have painted a some— — — more than twice the current num— AIDS patients — 235,000 to 299,000
A PATH OF NATIVE SPIRITUALITY
by 1995 — because tens of thousands
what less grim picture of the AIDS ber.
Created by the FourWorlds DevelopmentProject
However, the number of people were diagnosed earlier in the epi—
epidemic, warning that the number of
FOR MORE INFORMATION
deaths will double by 1995 but pre— — infected with the AIDS virus will re— demic, the CDC said.
CALL
——
A new definition of AIDS that
dicting that the disease will spread a main at about 1 million, Ward said.
went
into
effect
Jan.
1
won‘t
affect
That
is
based
on
current
estimates
little more slowly.
es
*
w q
that the number of deaths and new in— the number of deaths and wasn‘t —»:
"The AIDS epidemi
fections are about stable at 50,000 a added to the demographic predictions «:i==p a;
teaued, but it will not £
R
in its earlier years," said _Dr. John year, said John Karon, CDC statisti— of AIDS increases because the CDC . ==
doesn‘t have enough data on people
Ward, chief of AIDS surveillance for cian.
AIDS cases will continue to in— — with the new indicators, Ward said.
._ the Centers for Disease Control and
Under the old definition — under
crease more quickly among women
Prevention.
$
"Why? A slowdown in new infec— and heterosexual couples, while ho— which people infected with the AIDS
tions is a possibility, and another is mosexual and bisexual cases will virus were diagnosed as having AIDS
when they had any of 23 indicator
that people with HIV are getting treat— slow, the CDC said.
Cases of heterosexually transmit— diseases — 420,000 to 540,000
ment that slows the progression to
ted AIDS increased28% in 1991, the Americans would have AIDS by
AIDS."
_
Greenwood
The CDC on Thursday projected latest available data, and areexpected 1995, the CDC said. That includes
that by 1995, more than half a mil— to continue at about that rate, Ward those who have died of the disease.
The new definition, which lists
lion Americans will have been diag— said. Homosexual cases and cases
Hollow Ridge
nosed with AIDS since the start of the among injecting drug users are ex— three additional diseases plus severely
pected to increase by no more than suppressed immune systems as AIDS
epidemic in 1981.
indicators, will add at least 100,000
As of the end of September, there 10% yearly.
Ozark Bed & Breakfast
The number of female cases rose patients to that roll, the CDC said.
had been 242,000 cases of AIDS and
By Lauren Neergaard
Associated Press Writer

States Spend Less on AIDS Prevention
By Jennifer Dixon
Associated Press Writer
©. __. WASHINGTON (AP) — Local
sand state health departments across
the country may have to scale back
;: their AIDS prevention and education
programs in the face of a spreading
epidemic.
State officials were warned last
month to expect cuts in the amount
of federal money available to finance
state and local health department pro—
grams on AIDS prevention, educa—
tion, counseling and testing.
Dr. Joycelyn Elders of Arkansas,
president of the Associationof State
and Territorial Health Officials, said
that state and local programs will be
forced tocut back on prevention and
surveillance unless their budgets re—
ceive additional money.
According to Allen Cook, presi—
dent of Friends For Life—HIV
Resources, the state has cut nearly
50% of its $52,000 per year grant for
1993. The cut resulted in the elimina—
tion ofone staffposition at the agency.
Other community—based organiza—
tions around the state suffered simi—
lar cuts in funding.
_
(
"If we are sincere about trying to
do something about the spread of
AIDS we must begin to fund educa—
tional activities that will make a dif—
ference and reduce the number of
people who are becoming infected,"
said Elders, chosen by President Bill
Clinton to become the next surgeon
general.
But right now, she said, "we are
not reaching the majority of ourciti—
zens. We don‘t reach our young
people, our poor people, our unedu—
cated people. And that‘s where we‘re
22—The Triangle Journal News — February 1993

seeing the greatest spread, where
we‘re seeing the epidemic grow. Ev—
ery day 5,000 people become infected
with HIV and if you prevent just half,
look at how much money you‘d
save."
3
On a related matter, she said to—
day that "what the AIDS activists
should be fighting for is universal
health care for everyone and then we
would not be targeting health care by
disease."
f
"I‘ m opposed to that," she said on
NBC‘s Today.
But she said that position does not
rule out increased financing for AIDS
care and research in a Clinton admin—
istration.
—
For every $1 spent on AIDS pre—
vention, the savings in health care
costs is $30, said Kent Taylor, spokes—
man for the federal Centers for Dis—
ease Control and Prevention.
Taylor said the agency will actu—
ally provide the same amount of
money to states for prevention pro—
grams in fiscal 1993 as in 1992 —
$143.7 million. But states will have
less money left over from 1992 to use
this fiscal year than they had left from
1991.
The amount ofso—called carryover
money has tumbled from $20.8 mil—
lion in 1991 to $15.8 million in 1992
to an estimated $9.7 million in 1993,
he said.
Taylor said states are finding that
they have less money to carry over
because they are using their grants
more effectively.
__
At the same time, the AIDS epi—
demic continues to spread and more
than 1 million people in the country
are now infected with the HIV virus
that causes the disease.
Congress set overall CDC funding

<

Exclusive Resort for

Men & Women
for AIDS prevention and surveillance
in fiscal 1993 at $498 million, up from
Hot Tub
$477 million in fiscal 1992. But Con—
gress also earmarked $27.7 million of
the 1993 total for four specific areas:
Country Club Privileges.
HIV prevention efforts by national
minority organizations and minority
Rt 4 Box 155
community—based organizations; or—
ganizations for people with hemo—
Eureka Springs, AR 72632
J
philia; HIV and multidrug—resistant
tuberculosis prevention; and pro—
(501) 253—5283
grams for HIV among women.
i
J
mmm
That has forced CDC to take $7
million out of other AIDS programs
It‘s OK For PWAs To Keep Pets
to cover the difference, Taylor said.
< In a Nov. 25 letter to the states, Dr.
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Research— for people who love their pets. But
Alan R. Hinman, director of the Na—
ers at San Diego Naval Hospital say we found there‘s no reason for them
tional Center for Prevention Services,
pet cats don‘t put AIDS patients at not to keep their cats, which can
a part of the Public Health Service,
greater risk of developing a devas— provide a lot of solace."
warned them to expect cuts in grants
Healthy people generally de—
tating brain infection asmany AIDS
for AIDS prevention and education
velop an immunity if infected by the
specialists have feared. .
programs.
The report by members of the parasite, which does pose a risk to
As of Sept. 30, more than 242,000
Naval
Hospital‘s research team was pregnant women because it can
people in the United States had been
based on a survey of more than 650 cause miscarriages, stillbirths or
diagnosed with AIDS and 160,000 of
HIV—infected military personnel. It disease in newborns of infected
them had died of the disease.
$
was published in the Journal ofthe mothers.
During the year that ended Sept.
Toxoplasma in the brain can
American Medical Association.
30, there were 46,400 new cases of >
Navy researchers found no cor— cause headache, seizure, forgetful—
AIDS, compared with 43,800 new
relation between infection with the ness, confusion, problems with mo—
cases in the previous year.
parasite that causes the brain infec— tor control and may even lead to a
Many Americans with the HIV
tion, called toxoplasmosis, and coma in AIDS sufferers.
virus do not realize they have bee
Up to 15% ofthe 242,000 people
close contact with a cat by an HIV—
infected, Taylor said, and "we need
in the United States who have AIDS
infected person.
to reach those people to stop the rate
The toxoplasma gondii parasite were diagnosed with it because they
of infection."
is known to multiply in the intes— developed toxoplasmosis, but it‘s

tines of cats, researchers said, there—
fore AIDS patients still need to
avoid contact with cat litter to guard
against toxoplasmosis. They also
should avoid raw meat because it
can harbor the parasite, they cau—
tioned.
"Some physicians have felt like
they had to tell their patients to get
rid of their cats," said Dr. Patrick
E. Olson. "That‘s really a hard thing

unclear when or where they became
infected by the parasite, Olson said.
Cats were suspect because the
toxoplasma parasite multiplies in
their intestines, forming cysts that
are shed in the stool. Any microbes
that are inhaled or consumed inad—
vertently can get into the brain,
heart, skeletal and muscle tissue and
other organs, causing a variety of
symptoms.

.

New Drug Technology
Could ‘Target‘ Medicine To

GAY ACTION CHAT

LINE a

CALL FOR UNCENSORED MAN TALK

WITH OTHER HOT GAY MEN
for longer periods of time and with
NO SUBJECT Is OFF LIMITS
By Linda A. Johnson
larger doses because the medicine
Associated Press Writer
wouldn‘t concentrate in the liver, kid—
PHONE SEX IS SAFE SEX
neys, heart and other vital organs.
PRINCETON, N.J. (AP) — Ever
Damage to those organs can some—
wonder how medicines know where
(4 8 6 5)
times make it too dangerous to con—
$2/minute
1—800
your body needs healing? They don‘t,
tinue certain drug treatments.
really.
In fact, about 25% of chemo—
But at least three companies are
T9 3 — HUNK
therapy patients give up because nau—
ADULTS
working on drugs that would go di—
sea and other side effects seem as bad
ONLY
rectly to the site of a life—threatening
CALL
TO
CARDSNEEDED
| nor a 900 NUMBER — NO CREDIT
as their illness, noted Marc Ostro,
disease or injury rather than circulate
TLE‘s founder.
randomly through the body.
"If you can come up with a che—
Under experiment are liposomes,
motherapy that improves the quality
or microscopic bubbles of fat, that
of life and maintains the efficacy,
could be injected into the blood to help
you‘re going to see more people stay—
carry medicines to specific targets.
ing on it," he said.
The Food and Drug Administra—
_ Ostro was doing genetic research
tion already is reviewing several li—
and experimenting with liposomes at
posome drugs for possible treatment
the University of Illinois in 1981 when
in cancer and AIDS patients. And re—
New York University professor
searchers claim liposomes may even
Gerald Weissmann, who coined the
improve the efficiency in flu vaccines.
term liposome in the mid—1960s,
"For certain applications, it‘ll be
asked him to start TLC.
quite excellent," said Dr. Carl Alving,
With $1.5 millionin seed money,
chief of the Department of Membrane
Ostro began recruiting scientists and
Biochemistry at Walter Reed Army
It submitted to activist demands
investors. The fledgling staff spent
The Centers CDC and say ‘Don‘t fund breast can—
Institute of Research in Washington,
four years working with raw materi— for Disease Control and Prevention — —cer prevention because it only affects that diseases peculiar to women and
a top U.S. cancer and AIDS research
als, refining compounds that were failed to stem the AIDS epidemic women,""said Neil Schram, a mem— ~ injection drug users be put in the new
facility.
decomposing too quickly, trying to partly because it submitted to politi— ber of the American Medical AIDS definition, which went into ef—
Drug industry analysts predict that
make different products.
cal pressure to silence education, in— Association‘s AIDS advisory com— fect Jan. 1. And in Decemberit urged
by 1994 the FDA will approve at least
that AIDS education begin as early
"There are millions of things you cluding discussion of condoms, a mittee.
one of the liposome drugs under de—
"But the CDC has allowed this as kindergarten, with discussions of
can do with liposomes," Ostro said, magazine article charges.
velopment by The Lipsome Co. in
noting they‘re included in some sham—
AIDS activists hope the Clinton kind of pressure to affect its AIDS pre— condoms for older children.
Princeton; Liposome Technology Inc.
"I have been trying to steer a
poos
and
cosmetics
for
their
moistur—
administration
will force the CDC to vention efforts over and over again,"
of Menlo Park, Calif.; or Vestar Inc.
middle course on AIDS to develop
izing properties.
change what they say are ineffective he said in the magazine article.
of San Dimas, Calif.
By 1985, TLC had settled on mak— AIDS policies said the article in the
But the CDC does allocate about common ground with people on both
TLC says it could be making the
ing drugs for deadly diseases. Since January issue of TheAdvocate, the $300 million annually to state and the right and the left," Roper told the
drugs commercially within two years.
then, its growing research staff has New York—based gay magazine.
local health departments and commu— magazine. "For us to get the funding
Early clinical tests show liposome
refined liposomes so they don‘t break —— "But educators say that overcom— nity groups for AIDS education, as we need for our programs, there has
drugs tend to deliver more medica—
down too quickly and can carry both _ ing the CDC‘s long paralysis on AIDS well as $96 miillion for HIV testing to be support from people across the
tion to sites of infection, tumor or in—
water—soluble and non—water—soluble prevention may take years, occurring and counseling.
political spectrum."
flammation than normal intravenous
medicines.
too late to prevent thousands of new
injection. However, the targeting must
All that research, however, hasn‘t HIV exposures," writer Chris Bull
be refined because the fatty nature of
come cheap. The Pharmaceutical said in the article.
Miss. Lawmaker Pushes
liposomes makes some stick to vein
Manufacturers Association estimates
Dr. William Roper, the outgoing
linings, said Karl Dieffenbach, chief
it takes $200 million on average to CDC director, told the magazine that AIDS Bills:
of the Division of AIDS‘ Develop—
develop a new drug.
the federal health agency must be
mental Therapeutics Branch at the
: Without productsto sell, directors careful to protect its funding, but he
National Institute of Allergy and In—
elict of responsrbility, Blackmon
By Gina Holland
of the three companies have devoted said any failures in its AIDS policies
fectious Diseases in Bethesda, Md.
said.
Associated Press Writer
considerable time to raising money weren‘t due to politics.
Dieffenbach‘s agency, part of the
"It‘s the kind of disease people
through stock sales, investments and
"Surely the challenge for the CDC
National Institutes of Health, has
JACKSON, Miss. (AP) — Ten would rather not talk about its noi
licensing agreements to develop drugs for the coming decade is to find ways
given TLC a small, five—year grant to
something people want to readily ac
for other pharmaceutical companies. to capture people‘s attention and en— years ago, Mississippi lawmakers:
help develop a liposome drug for a
knowledge exists."
Vestar was losing about $8 million courage them to modify and sustain — weren‘t familiar with AIDS.
© Legislative budget writers have
fungal disease.
, In 1993, one lawmaker says he is
a year until 1991, when European behavioral change. We just don‘t have
"‘There‘s no reason to think that the
still having trouble bringing the issue said they don‘t know where AIDS
sales ofits first liposome drug neared it figured out yet," he said.
liposome makers ... couldn‘t some day
funding could come from. The chair—
to the forefront.
$15 million, allowing the California
AIDS activists have long com—
achieve their goal," Dieffenbach said.
A handful of bills have been filed men of the House and Senate public
company to nearly break even. Each plained that the government‘s AIDS
"My hope is that they do something
health committees said they are un—
of the three major liposome compa— education campaign didn‘t mention this session dealing with AIDS, and
really great because we need im—
Rep. Ed Blackmon, D—Canton, is try— sure what steps will be t'ken with
nies has amassed roughly $30 million: condoms in its CDC—funded TV ads.
proved (drug) delivery systems."
ing to build support for a comprehen— . AIDS bills.
in cumulative deficits since 1986,
In October, Elizabeth Taylor and
What‘s makes liposome drugs so
Blackmon‘s AIDS education
with TLC losing $4 millionlast year the American Foundation for AIDS sive AIDS education package.
promising is that they could enable
"AIDS is not the type of disease package sets up guidelines for the
and LTI twice that.
Research unveiled ads to counter the
patients to continue on drug therapy
that you can expect a legislative body state Department of Health for edu—
CDC‘s. In them, Taylor says all
like this to have a chorus of support cating the public about transmission
people, "gay, straight or bisexual"
for without it being put before them. of the disease. It would also set up care
should "use condoms every time."
I think we have to put it before them programs of AIDS—infected patients.
Last spring, a federal judge de—
Blackmon and other Black law—
and then we‘ll find support," he said.
clared unconstitutional a CDC rule
Blackmon wants the state to spend makers back funding for AIDS
that required any federally funded
$2 million on AIDS education. He projects, and have predicted an epi—
AIDS education material to avoid any
said
the money could be used to get demic of AIDS in Mississippi‘s Black
We Need You to Help...
"terms, descriptions or displays which
another $8 million in federal funding. communities without better educa—
may be offensive."
"Right now the state spends zero. tion. "I‘m optimistic because the sta—
* fight discrimination against Persons With AIDS/HIV+
The CDC adopted that rule under
Not one penny in state‘s funds for any tistics support what I‘m doing,"
pressure from Sen. Jesse Helms, R—
* fight for better health care
AIDS programs. I think it‘s an em— Blackmon said.
Site of Disease

GAY/LESBIAN DATELINE
THOUSANDS
PERSONAL
FROMANDALL NATIONWIDE
LIFESTYLES
PHONE
NUMBERSOF AND
VOICEMESSAGES
MAIL — LOCAL
1—900—884—7399
$2/MINUTE — A PERSONAL ENCOUNTER — SAN RAFAEL Ca— 18+yEars
Magazine Says Political Pressure Kept
CDC From StemmingAIDS
ATLANTA(AP)—
ﬂ

Call Now: 615/298—1704

N.C., and other conservatives.
"People don‘t ordinarily go to the

barrassment. It‘s ridiculous. It‘s der—
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Army Barred From
Discharging Lesbian |_
the Walmer case. Walmer could not
KANSAS CITY, Kan. (AP) —
be reached for comment.
The U.S. Army has been temporarily
In her lawsuit, Walmer, 35, asks
barred from discharging a Fort
the court to let her remain on active
Leavenworth major who acknowl—
edged that she had a Lesbian relation—
duty. She also seeks to void military
rules and procedures that she claims
ship for nearly a decade.
A federal judge granted a restrain—
unconstitutionally require homosexu—
ing order after Maj. Joyce L. Walmer als to be discharged without "rational
sued the Army and U.S. Dept. of De— . basis" and that wrongly reflect "soci—
fense Jan 14 in Kansas City, Kan., just
etal prejudice."
hours before an honorable discharge
President Bill Clinton has pledged
she fought for 10 months was to take to end the military ban on homosexu—
als, although most ofthe nation‘s mili—
effect.
U.S. District Judge Earl E. tary leadership opposes lifting the
—— O‘Connor granted therestraining or— ban.
der that bars the Army from discharg—
Jeff Eller, a spokesman for Clinton
ing Walmer until Jan. 30. No hearing in Little Rock, Ark., declined to com—
ment Jan. 14 on the Walmer case.
date has been set.
A national policy bars homosexu—
A military board began an inquiry
als from serving in the military. The of Walmer‘s status 10 months ago
policy says homosexual activity is after a civilian friend told Army offi—
regarded as "incompatible with mili— cials that she and Walmer had a ho—
tary service" and is grounds for an mosexual relationship and used
marijuana, according to the lawsuit.
honorable discharge.
In a written statement Jan. 14, a
The civilian told Army officials the
Pentagon spokesman said more than two women were married in 1983,
14,100 service members have been according to the lawsuit.
discharged since the current anti—Gay
In a formal statement to a military
policy went into effect in 1982. That board of inquiry in July, Walmer ac—
sccounts for less than half of 1% of knowledged she had a homosexual
I1 military discharges during that relationship. But she contends in her
lawsuit that she made that admission
seriod.
The Pentagon declined to discuss under threat of court—martial.

Gay Advance Described in
‘Ethics Admiral‘ Case
curred, said another sailor told him
that Bonnot offered to perform oral sex.
Bonnot faces five indecent assault
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) —A charges, two charges of assault with
sailor testified that a petty officer intent to commit sodomy and one
made a homosexual advance to him charge each of communication of in—
during a long car trip, an incident that decent language and solicitation to
led to the ouster of the Navy‘s "eth— commit sodomy. The actions alleg—
edly took place in San Diego in 1987,
ics admiral" for covering it up.
Vice Adm. Jack Fetterman had and in Pensacola in 1991.
At the end of the Article 32 hear—
been the official responsible for root—
ing out sexual bias in the Navy. He ing — the Navy‘s equivalent of a
was appointed to the post after the grand jury proceeding — Risher will
scandal over sexual harassment at the decide whether to recommend that
Tailhook convention of Navy aviators. Bonnot face a court martial, whether
His career ended after he allegedly the case should be handled in another
covered up allegations against his manner or whether the charges should
§
aide, Chief Petty Officer Edmond be dismissed.
This is the second Article 32 for
Bonnot.
In a hearing Jan. 13 that could lead Bonnot, who has said he will deny the
to court martial proceedings, the first charges again.
Allegations that Fetterman
witness called by prosecutors was
Petty Officer 3rd Class Timothy C. tried to protect his aide after the
first Article 32 hearing led him
Cole.
He testified that Bonnot fondled to resign as Chief of Naval Edu—
his chest as they drove to Pensacola cation and Training at Pensacola
in November 1991. Cole said he was Naval Air Station and seek re—
driving the car and Bonnot was sit— tirement.
Fetterman developed the
ting in the back seat when he felt
Navy ethics training program
Bonnot‘s hand on his chest.
_
"Did you assume it was a homo— prompted by the scandal sur—
sexual advance on you?" asked Cmdr. rounding the September 1991
Tailhook Association conven—
Eldon D. Risher III, the hearing of:
tion, at which naval aviators
ficer.
:
"‘That‘s what I assumed, yes," Cole stripped clothing from and
fondled at least 26 women, B
replied.
f
Cole, who testified he had been many of them fellow flyers.
After the charges were lev— P
drinking when the alleged activity oc—
eled against Bonnot, Fetterman
24—The Triangle Journal News — February 1993 ordered Bonnot‘s supervisor, &
By Ron Word
Associated Press Writer

The lawsuit alleges that one of her
commanding officers at the base was
a "religious zealot hellbent on perse—
cuting perceived homosexuals."
Walmer said in the lawsuit that the
officer threatened her with court—mar—
tial if she did not agree to face the
board of inquiry.
Based on the allegations, the law—
suit says, a military board of inquiry
at Fort Leavenworth deliberated 17
minutes before deciding that Walmer
should be honorably discharged for
engaging in homosexual acts.
The lawsuit also recounts
Walmer‘s 13—year rise through the
ranks of the military police, marked
with high ratings from superiors and
no complaints against her.
After she became interested in the
military as a barracks maid at a Penn—
sylvania militaryinstallation in 1975,
Walmer graduated from a college
ROTC program and was commis—
sioned a second lieutenant in 1979.
After military police assignments
in Korea, Hawaii and various U.S. in—
stallations, including a stint as a col—
lege ROTC assistant professor of
military science, she was promoted to
major in 1990.
Walmer also notes in her lawsuit
that she was due to be transferred to a
Pentagon—based anti—terrorist team
when the homosexual charges against
her were leveled.
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ASTROLOGY
__
HOROSCOPES
*Natal Report and Chart A detailed
analysis of all your planets by sign, house and
~ aspect.. This is a report about YOU——your inner
character, personality, challenges and abilities.
Includes hi—resolution charts, legend and Intro—
duction to Astrology. (about 35 pages)....$20
*TO ORDER BY PHONE: Call in with birth
data (901) 276—4511
*TO ORDER BY MAIL: Send payment with
name, address, phone number and birth data
(birthdate, birthtime, birthplace).
AstrRowonrks
1725 B Madison
Star 98
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—4511
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Susan Taranto, MPS
Gay and Lesbian Issues

Individual and Group Therapy
Cmdr. Wayne Hurst, to investigate.
Hurst requested an Article 32 hear—
ing that resulted in a recommendation
last February that Bonnot face court—
martial.
Instead, Hurst ordered a reprimand
for Bonnot and a requirement that he
go through alcohol counseling.
Fetterman went along with the lower—
ranking officer‘s decision without re—
view. He later said he was abiding by
the Navy‘s tradition of trusting the
judgment of a commanding officer.
— In April, about the same time the
charges were dismissed, the Navy re—
ceived an anonymous call that ac—
cused Fetterman of protecting his
aide.
An Inspector General‘s report con—
cluded that Fetterman should have
turned the matter over to Naval In—
vestigative Services. The admiral said
an investigation would have taken too
long and he needed a quick solution.
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Sliding Fee Scale
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Pager 762—3894

Corporate/Olympic—Sports
Outcall Massage

Therapeutic Massage
"Every Body Has Right To Feel Good"

P.O. Box 280123
Memphis, TN 38168
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of
Navy Man, Victim
g
Alleged Gay—Bashin
lover, 32—year—
SAN DIEGO (AP) — A 22— violence," Schindler‘s
s, said during
year—old Navy seaman was eulogized old Jim Jenning
"We need to learn
ag a gentle, fun—loving manby friends Sunday‘s service.
another as human
one
with
live
to
beat
brutally
es
shipmat
his
say
who
beings."
him to death because he wasGay.
Several friends spoke of
also
mother
er‘s
Allen Schindl
ing nature, and
spoke at the memorial service, tell— Schindler‘s easy—go
s for exotic
fondnes
his
recalled
others
and
— ing about 100 of her son‘sfriends
he took for
lizards
g
includin
pets,
Lesbian
Diego‘s
San
from
ers
~ support
while growing up.
and Gay community that Navy offi— walks on a leash,
moving to
before
Chicago
near
about
ming
forthco
cials haven‘t been
I
Diego.
—. his death.
Di—
D—San
Schenk,
Lynn
Rep.
person.
"My son was a loving
the memorial, said
He‘d never have hurt anyone," Dor— ego, who attended
will join Rep.
she
that
rds
afterwa
othy Hajdys said. "I want to know
Gerry Studds, D—Mass., in pressing
what‘s going on on his ship."
Navy probe
Mrs. Hajdys was scheduled to fora thorough, unbiased
S
death.
r‘s
Schindle
of
18
Jan
on
al
attend a similar memori
at the Navy Memorial in Washing—

At a similar memorial service in
Seattle, several Gays and Lesbians
who formerly served in the armed
forces said the U.S. military must
battle the ignorance and hate in its
enlisted ranks that may have led to
Schindler‘s slaying.
"It‘s a travesty that this type of
hate crime could take place in an or—
ganization devoted to discipline," said —
former Washington state Army Na— —
tional Guard Col. Margarethe ©
Cammermeyer, 50, who earned a —
Bronze medal in Vietnam and was —:
named Veteran‘s Administration —
Nurse of the Year in 1985. _
Cammermeyer, a nurse dis—
charged last June for being Lesbian
after 26 years of service, is oneof the
highest—ranking soldiers ever thrown
out of the service because of homo—
sexuality. She has filed a federal law—
suit seeking reinstatement on grounds
that the military ban is unconstitu—

tional.

in
ton, D.C.
Group Opposing Gays
She told the audience that she
didn‘t know her son may have been a
e
Military Try to Get Messag
victim of Gay—bashing until she read
about it the Pacific Stars andStripes,
to Clinton
;
a military newspaper.
She also said Navy officials
concern, compassion, and under—
By Dennis A. Byrd
didn‘t tell her how brutally he had
standing," Cooper said in a prepared
said
Associated
Press
Writer
report
autopsy
An
been beaten.
news release he read to reporters.
Schindler‘s skull was crushed, all but
"What is best for America is our ulti—
LITTLE
ROCK,
Ark.
(AP)—The
most
and
two of his ribs were broken
leader of a Birmingham, Ala.—based mate goal."
of his vital organs were damaged.
The group chose Little Rock for
group which opposes allowing homo—
The Navy and Mrs. Hajdys have
_
the news conference because Clinton
was
he
sexuals
to
serve
in
the
nation‘s
mili—
captain
his
told
er
said Schindl
tary is trying to get a message to hasbeen based here since winning the
Gay and asked for a discharge one
presidential election.
Sup—
President Bill Clinton.
death.
27
month before his Oct.
Cooper related that afriend he had —
Clinton has said hefavors lifting
_ porters say Schindler—had been ha— _
in
high school had recently died of
for
es
the
ban
on
homosexuals
in
the
mili—
shipmat
rassed constantly by
AIDS, which can be transmitted by
tary.
being Gay.
Jim Cooper, leader of Americans unprotected sexual contact. The dis—
In the last 10 years, more than
ed
Homosexuality in the Mili— ease is most prevalent among homo—
discharg
been
Against
15,000 soldiers have
sexuals and intravenous drug users,
for being homosexual. President—elect tary, announced at a news conference
but
is growing among the rest of the
Little
in
Capitol
rescind
state
to
d
the
at
7
promise
Jan.
Bill Clinton has
_
Rock, that theorganization had pur— population.
that ban.
"I
have
felt
sadness
for my friend‘s
major
local
three
dis—
g
the
on
awaitin
chasedspots
Schindlef—was
_
death, not just because he has died,
charge for homosexuality when he television network stations to be run
but that his death could have been
was killed in a public restroom near a that evening.
He said allowing Gays in the prevented," Cooper said. "A death
Navy base in Sasebo, Japan, where
which could have been prevented, not
his amphibious assault ship, the USS armed forces would harm the military.
"For over 200 years, our military by the research of a miracle drug, but
Belleau Wood, was berthed.
leaders have set military policy and by the type of lifestyle and behavior
Navy investigators have said
mo—
the
. procedure," Cooper said. "Today the my friend chose to live. The lifestyle
Gay—bashing mayhave been
ser—
clear majority of these leaders are my friend chose to live became a
sea
the
but
slaying,
his
for
tive
‘death—style‘ he was forced to accept."
vice has released few details of the against lifting the ban. Why change a
The television ad quotes the Bible
system
which
is
tried,
proven
and
tion.
case or its investiga
in Leviticus 18:22, which condemns
A hearing was scheduled Jan 19 tested?"
Cooper, 34, saidhe never served homosexual acts as "detestable."
in Yokosuka, Japan, to determine
He said the nation was built on
whether Airman Apprentice Terry M. in the military. He would not say how
Christian
principles.
Helvey, 20, of Westland, Mich., many people were in the organization,
"As
our
nation has acknowledged
how
much
money
it
had
or
how
much
mur—
a
on
rtial
court—ma
should face
and followed God‘s laws, it has sur—
der charge, said Lt. Cmdr. Betsy Bird, it spent on the eight TV spots.
"Our attitude and motive is one of vived and prospered," he said.
a Pacific Fleet spokeswoman.
Another shipmate whom the
Navy accused of watching the beat—
ing, Airman Apprentice Charles A.
WE CARE —
Vins, 20, of Sturgis, Mich., was con—
wicted Nov. 23 at a court—martial of
AIDS MINISTRY
concealing a crime and resisting ar—
We offer spiritual
rest. He was sentenced to a year in
guidance, medical and
custody and was given a bad conduct
discharge, Bird Said.
Schindler‘s slaying appalled San
Diego‘s Gay and Lesbian community,
which hasjoined the militant national
group Queer Nation in demanding a
complete and open Navy investiga—
tion.
"We need to end this bigotry, this

social services information,
and counseling.

f Holy Trinity Community Church
726—9443
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Progressive Dinner Party
Sunday, February 14, SPM
Great Meals with Great Hosts
$20 each to Benefit MGLCC
~#3 A Nght in Old Canton
Host: Donny Wylie
4 guest limit
This night to remember will
feature Pork Won Ton Soup
and Imperial Shrimp. Bring
your chopsticks for an evening

#1 Italian Night on

Peach
Hosts: Charles Butler &
Michael Schiefelbein
6 guest limit
The evening promises fine
wine and great lasagna with
Asiandelight.
all the trimmings. Lucky
guests should come ready to
#4 Vegetarian Delight
top off the meal with dessert,
amaretto, and adip in the hot Host: Charles Friedman
Enjoy a surprise:menu featuring
*
tub.
a fish entree in exquisite —
{x
#2
Fiesta surroundings.
Hosts: Russell Armstrong &
John Griffin
8 guest limit
These hosts plan a Mexican
mixed grill with fish and _.
chicken. Soput on your _;;
sombreros and boots and
enjoy this extravaganza.

All guests begin the evening
with appetizers at the Memphis
~Gay and Lesbian Community
Center and continue it at the
home of the host they have
selected. For tickets and details,
call Michael Schiefelbein at
278—7690

"Just Family"

—

111 North Claybrook « Memphis
(901) —726—4767
OPEN 1 PM — 7 DAYS

GRANO

OPENING

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY &

>

DOOR PRIELES,
and BUFFET

¥xoOUR HOSTS
NANCY from

The Huat

TODD from J—GWaq‘s
COMING S00N

;

MALE BNO FEMBLE ENTERTAINMEN
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Civil Undress

Reviewed by L.D. Beghtol
M. Butterfly
by David Henry Hwang
Playhouse on the Square—51 South
Cooper Street
If love means never having to say
your gender, what then of the belea—
gueredFrench diplomat‘s lengthy affair
de coeur with his beautiful "Butter—
fly"—the submissive and. shockingly
modest transvestite Peking Opera star—
turned—spy? Hwang‘s play, a smash hit
on Broadway in the sexually—revision—
— ist late 80s, poses many tough questions
about gender identity and stereotypes,
all wrapped in the intricate, silken bro—
cade of cross—cultural confusion. East
meets West and it goes bang! (to steal a
line from Jane Wiedlin) and everyone
suffers horribly—with the possible ex—
ception of the audience.
_
The plot, sketchily drawn from
newspaper accounts of a scandalous
espionage trial, is revealed quickly and
matter—of—factly; it is the least important
aspect of M. Butterfly. This is Theatre
ofthe Emotions—many ofwhich origi—
nate far south of the cerebellum.
Calling himselfthe "Patron Saint of
the Socially Inept," Gallimard recounts
his shabby little story of doomed love
and treason in a wildly theatrical se—
— quenceof vignettes, dragging random
memories, emotions and various char— —
acters through the quagmireof his
disassociative sentimentality. From the —
comfort of his prison cell he scans his
life: we see his early years as a dull, frus—
trated youth; his not particularly inter—
esting career; his proper, socially
advantageous marriage to a dowdy wife;
his desperate moments of happiness
with his"mistress," Song Lilang, whom
he names "Butterfly" in homage to the
heroine ofPuccini‘s grandest grand op—
era,MadameButterfly.
Indeed, the ever—present framing
device ofColonel Pinkerton‘s tragic af—
fair with Madame Butterfly serves as
both counterpoint and commentary to
the actions and characters in M. Butter—
fly, for it is Gallimard‘s confessed ob—
session with Puccini‘s masterwork
which at least partially creates the moral
and sexual dilemmas he faces. Like the
doomed opera queens in another 805
drama, TheLisbon Traviata, Gallimard
thinks he‘s got it all figured out—his
"crime passionel," his life and love—
and like them he is desperately wrong.
He is denounced andjailed, rebuked and
abandoned, and yet he clings to his
tragic, reflexive delusions. Did he know
"Butterfly‘s" true sex? Could he truly
not fell . . . ? Does it really matter?

Ultimately, no. New York director
Tom Pruitt (an ex—pat Memphian spe—
cially imported for this production)
wrangles a striking evening of theatre
— out of his cast and crew, tempering
Hwang‘s weighty, issue—oriented
drama—plus—laughs with a delicate
beauty andreserve. To be anythingother
than a messy blur, the shifting realities
of impressionistic theatre such as this
26—The Triangle Journal News — February 1993

require an intense clarity of vision; it is —
in presenting the play‘s contextual jux—
tapositions of East/West, masculine/
feminine, society/self, innocence/under—
standing where Pruitt shines. Stylized,
pageant—like blocking echoing Lu Yu‘s
choreography for the Peking Opera se—
quences alternate with the very West—
ern theatrical conventions of jarring
asides and double—takes. Subtleties of
ever—blurring sex roles are handled
gracefully and without condescension.
One minor cavil is the number and
excessive length of acrobatic interludes
by the kurogo ("invisible servants" in
Japanese). Surely included to establish
the presentational nature of the play,
their lack of technical polish impedes
the play‘s progess and lessens its im—
Pruitt is a very visually oriented di—
rector (witness his last Memphis pro—
duction, Schnitzler‘s La Ronde at
Circuit), and his view ofM. Butterfly is
a feast. Brantley Ellzey‘s sleekly beau—
tiful set—an essay in matte metallics,
simplegeometry, and clear, bright ac—
cents—isa sort ofminimalist, post—80s,
haute—tech wonderland of modular
Eileen Grey—inspired furniture, macro
screens, Noguchi lamps, and hang—
ing panels. Eerily appropriate is the
Frances Bacon—esque (may the gods rest
his tortured soul) metal—frame cube,
serving variously as prison cell, illicit
love nest, interrogation chamber, and
witness stand; first seen draped in avivid
red "cloth of (dis)honor,"this airy cage
confines and defines much ofthe action
within its near—claustrophobic space.
The resraint andclarity of Ellzey‘s de—
sign is a major feature of this?»

logically speaking "Butterfly" would be
something very like 40 years of age.
What seems to be missing is the key
moment when "Butterfly" emotionally
turns against Gallimard—and why, ex—
actly. This deception and betrayal seem
somehow without motivation.
Dave Landis delivers another finely—
wrought performance as the cheerily
officious, ruthless Toulon. Jovial, smug
and without loyalty to anyone other than
himself, Landis‘s Monsieur Toulon is a
treat. In her several roles Lisa Ann Li is
excellent by turns as downhome jive
sister (Madame Butterfly‘s suped—up
Suzuki) and bullish Maoist terrorist (the
very scary Little—Red—Book thumping
Comrade Chin).
It is the excellent Anne Marie Hall,
as the frumpy but endearing Helga, wife
to Gallimard, who delivers theprécis
of M. Butterfly—as—theatre. Desperate
to keep her loveless marriage intact
rather than accept estrangement from
all that is familiar, she observes,
"Pretense is very good, indeed."
Indeed.
For showtimes and ticket informa—
tion, call thePlayhouse on the Square
Box Office at (901) 725—0776.
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Video Review
The Fourth Man
by Gary Coughlan
TJN Entertainment Editor

| (9801) 278—97568
{iet centiFicaTes AVAILABLE \}\ } it

Before Director Paul Verhoeven _
came to Hollywood and did
Robocop, TotalRecall, and some of
HBO‘s Hitchhiker series, he did a —
. surprisinglyGay—themed movie in
|.
For HAR As Y
his native Hollandcalled The _
production‘s beauty.
ou Dar
—Alex Alessandri—Bruce‘s costumes Fourth Man, available locally from
are of his usual high calibre, neither ex— Star Search Video. It will be shown
DasBLEs Hair Co.
cessively showy nor reticent, allusive of at the Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community
Center
on
Feb.
19
at
periodnot pedantry. Dean Davis‘s light—
10 N. CooPrrr_
ing design is darkly effective, especially 7:30 p.m.
Dutch actor Jeroen Krabbe plays
in the more cinematic sequences of the
first act. Sound design seems less thor— a Gay alcoholic Catholic writer who
725—0521
y resolved; awkward pauses and is in a small Dutch town to give a:
unsure cues slow the action in an already speech to a literary society. On the
lengthy production (three hours, 15 min— way, he cruises an attractive man
at a train stop, but the man boards
utes at the preview I saw).
Blithely meandering through his the train and leaves.
One of the writer‘s audience is a
character‘s many roles—Gallimard
OPEN LATE
then, Gallimard now, Gallimard with/ hairdresser played by Renee
without "Butterfly"—with agility and Soutendijk who was in Eve ofDe— —
grace, Ken Zimmerman‘s
hetic struction. Intrigued by each other, .
portrayal of a not too awhully sympa— he spends the night with her though
thetic character is fascinating; his deliv— both know he is Gay. He spends the
Canesi, who was Nureyev‘s doc—
ery of Gallimard‘s mawkish, whining next several days with her finding,
tor
since 1983, made the official an—
Dr.
Recounts
histrionics never leaves one humming among other things, that her current
nouncement of the ballet dancer‘s
under one‘s breath the way the script boyfriend is the man he cruised at
Nureyev‘s Battle death at the age of 54. At the time,
does. Though one doesn‘t much like the the train stop and who is to return
even though Nureyev was widely re—
With AIDS
pathetic Gallimard, dupe ofhis own sen— in a few days.
ported to have had AIDS, Canesi said
Jeroen Krabbe‘s character is
timental posturing and self—conscious
only that the Russian—born superstar
blindness, Zimmermankeeps the pathos prone to hallucinations and he keeps
PARIS (AP) — Rudolf Nureyev died of "a cardiac complication, fol—
seeing religious symbols in his vi— learned he had the AIDS virus in
within reasonable bounds.
lowing a cruel illness."
M. Ordofa‘s characterization is nec— sions, some surprisingly sexual. 1984, but sought to keep his condi—
In the interview, Canesi said
essarily schizoid: the rigors of sexual This actor is familiar to American tion secret for fear his career would Nureyev was terrified ofthepossibil—
duplicity on such an intimate level must audiences for his roles in Jumping suffer, his doctor says in an interview ity that his condition would become
be very great.As "Butterfly," Ordona is Jack Flash, Robin Hood, and No recounting for the first time the public.
most compelling in those rare moments Mercy. His pursuit of the hairdresser‘s dancer‘slong battle with the disease.
"He knew that certain countries,
when he/she shows real concern for boyfriend has its comic moments, but
The interview, published by the notably the United States, barred en—
Gallimard: early in the relationship, at— then he fears for both of their lives newspaper Le Figaro, was the first try to peopiec who" carried HIV, the
tempting to broaden Gallimard‘s when he finds out that the official confirmation by Dr. Michel virus that causes AIDS, Canesi said.
sesthetic horizons; and in random asides hairdresser‘s first three husbands all Canesi that Nureyev‘s death Jan. 6
"Rudolf didn‘t want anybody to
urging Gallimard to be honest about died young and all died violently. resulted from AIDS.
speak about his illness for profes—
their affair (and his own feelings). Deli— Who is to be the fourth man?
"If I now make this clarification, sional reasons, for fear that the world
The Fourth Man is funny, violent, it‘s because this is not a disease to be:
ciously ‘cruel and odious in the final
would be closed to him," Canesi said.
scenes, Ordofia behaves like one of and the Gay seduction in a graveyard ashamed of," Canesi told Le Figaro. "He didn‘t want his name tofall into
Derek Jarman‘s cocky, streety adoles— is quite a turn—on. The film is in Dutch "People must know. He was too fa— oblrvron
cent urchins—though strictly chrono— with English subtitles.
mous to hide the truth."

CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercial ads FREE. Limit of 30 words
(including address orphone number) and
a $2.00 charge forthe use ofourP.O. Box.
Please specify ifyou want to use our P.O.
Box. Commercial ads are charged at the
rate of 20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum.
Phone numbers and zip codes are free.
Deadline foradsis the 15th ofeach month.
Sendto TriangleJournalNews, Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485. Classifieds
must be submitted in writing and must
includeyournameandatelephonenumber
— whereyou can be reached to veritythe ad.
If you would like a copy of the issue
your ad appears in, please send $1.00
to cover
e.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TN
announcements and classifieds will not
automatically be re—run. Announcements
and classifieds must be re—submitted each
month, in writing, by the 15th ofthe month.
WYPL is a—radio reading service
broadcasting on FM 89.3 serving the
visuallyand printimpaired in ShelbyCounty.
Each month our readers record over 500
hours of timely news and information.
Volunteers give between 1 and 3 hours of
their time each week reading "live" or
recording magazines and newspapers. All
volunteerworkis done atthestudio located
in the Main Library at 1850 Peabody.
Volunteer readers are particularly needed
for the weekdays. Volunteer readers need
clear voices and good vocabularies.
Interested individuals call: Mary Field at
(901) 725—8833 for more information.
Brp & BREAKFAST
Bed & Breakfast—A Victorian home
furnished with antiques offers
accommodations to men and women.
Home is located insmallTennessee River

town near Pickwick—Shiloh. Gourmet
country dinner with complimentary wine.
Area activities include: boating, walking
trails, antique shops, auctions. Your hosts
are available to assist with planning local
activities. Reservations: (901) 278—5844.
Ozark Bed/Breakfast—5 wooded acres of
privacy in a fun vacation area. Exclusive
resort for men & women. Hot tub. Country
club privileges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge,
Rt 4 Box 155, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
(501) 253—5283.
—The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—Circa
1896. Located on Eureka Springs Historic
District loop close to downtown shops &
restaurants. Completely renovated for
comfort but still maintaining its old world
charm, elegance,& romance. Picturesque
tree covered hollow. The Arbour Glen, #7
Lema, Eureka Springs, AR 72632, (501)
253—9010.
MassaGE SERVICES
YOU
DESERVE
THE
BEST
California trained professional offers
full body therapeutic and sports massage.
1‘/, hours, by appointment,outcall only.
Personalized gift certificates available.
PM
PERSONALS
Attractive GWF, 25, independent,
spontaneous, and optimistic, with
mysterious/romantic characteristics.
Androgynous thinking and appearance,
non—smoker, drinker,and drug user. —
Seeking spontaneous feminine woman
who understands the virtue of innocence.
Write to; Dept. K—02, P.O. Box 11485,
Memphis, TN38111—0485. (Please include
phone number.)
Attractive GWM, 28, 56", 130#, blond,
graduate student, likes: computers,
alternativemusic, progressive politics, New

Age, physical fitness, cute dudes. Write GF seriously seeking a GF, feminine or Rural GCPL seeks correspondencea’;
androginistic, clean, cultured, romantically friendship, ideaexchangeswihtotherswho
Jim, Rt. 1 Box 18, Gassville, AR 72635.
Attractive GWM, 29, dark brown hair (a compassionate, maturely independent, enjoy country lifestyles. No druggies or
head full), dark brown eyes, a big guy, sociallyactiveandexotic/unique. CallMariaat gender confused. We love rafting,
gardening, camping, and our dogs. Write:
(901) 794—3275.
clean—shaven, no glasses, nice dresser,
LelandD.—Somebodyoutthere iscorrect, J.B., Rt3, Box280C, Linden, TN 37096. All
looking to meet friends. YOU: college—
educated, attractive, preppy, professional, you do need help! Not a press agent, answered sooner or later, we onlyget mail
fromthe South, good conversationalit, good exactly, butmaybeaverycapabletherapist once a month.
sense of humor, intelligent, variety of who loves a good challenge! At least you Very attractive GWM, 21 seeks young
interests, like to go out and have a good gave up that stupid "Let‘s Skydive while GWM (18—24)tohang outwith. Call Michael
time as well as stay in sometimes and have doing Strawberry Mescaline and listening at (901) 854—6104.
fun. No drugs, no leather, no fem. Prefer to Thriller and New Kids on the headset" Veryaveragewhitemale,56", 135#looking
idea. Call me A D.Q. you top 40 loving for considerate, "straight—like," white male
under 30. Write: P.O. Box 1612, Cordova,
overagedtwinkywannabe. Faceit, Leland, tobuild comfortable, sexual, monogamous
TN 38018.
Attractive GWM, 37, 6‘, 160#, br/bl new to Spring is coming and you do not have the relationship. Write to: Rick, P.O. Box 22,
Memphis, looking for new friends. I enjoy legs for those shorts..Love forever, Steve. 37052.
theatre, movies, travel, good—times, Married white male, seeks two bi or Gay PROFESSIONAL
males, Black or white. 18—23, would prefer Dependable and honest white males
beaches, and romantic evenings at home.
Not into bar/drug scene. write me at: Dept. one each. Small token for your help. available for residential and commercial
W—02, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN _ Contact Boxholder, Box281101, Memphis, cleaning. Weekly, bi—weekly, or monthly.
TN 38168.
Freeestimates. Call White Glove Services
38111—0485.
Bobby B.—Good luck in Vancouver! You Muscular, 29, GWM looking to meet tall, at (901) 745—5628. Licensed. Excellent
will bemissed. Agoodexcuseforacoming homy, well—built jocks under 40 who like references.
homepartywhenyoureturn. YourBrothers being orally serviced. Descriptive letter w/
RoomMATE
phone to: C.M., Box 34333, Memphis, TN
of Alliance LL.
GBM seeks roommateto share expenses
Eccentric Radical Faerieseekscompanion. 38184. Lay back. Relax.
in hors in North Memphis, $15C a month<
GWM, 39 (really!) average looks, above Pitin—I have lost count, but I amhappier plus 1/2 utilities. Please write: Dept. Y—02,
average
intelligence
and than I have ever been in all my thirty years. P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—
senstivity,adventurous; seeks he—bear or Yotequieromucho, Happyanniversary.—
equivalent of sensitive and affectionate SMW.
REAL MEN DO J/O! 100‘s of hot, homy
nature, alsoadventurous. Sensualityaplus,
recreational alcohol and & drugs a minus. men are waiting to get it on/off with you! 1—
The rest we‘ll discuss. Will go to bar only if 1, Phone or group. Write CKC — PO Box
youtwo—step. "Straight—acting,"girth—phobic 14690 — Chicago, IL 60614—0690.
&
centerfold—onlyseekersshould stay intheir Always Discreet!
fantasy nightmare 1—900—370—2018 Box Robo—TheentireLaCrosseteam | [:
i;
2317 or mail to E.R.F., 2529 Tutwiler, ofalocaluniversity is complaining
about some lunatic with a vaseline
Memphis, TN 38112.
FIREMANWANTEDtohosemedown. Butch covered nightstick and a pair of handcuffs
WMseekssameas latrinebuddyforshowers. running through their dorm screaming "Oh
I‘m hairy, 64", 205#, 42. Pluses: hung, uncut, take me, please take me all!" they have a
leather, rubber. Write: Dept. R—1, PO Box photo of the culprit. You need to grow
beard;—signed— Mule: ——
.——
Memphis, TN 38111:0485: ~~~

f Meetings at Memphis Lambda Center, Inca
241 N. Cleveland Street
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 276—7379
Phoenix (Gay Alcoholics Anonymous)
Sunday
8:00pm Discussion (Open)
Monday
8:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Tuesday:
8:00 pm Twelve Step Study
Wednesday 8:00 pm Big Book Study
Saturday
8:00pm Discussion (Open)
birthday night with speaker.)
monthis
of
Saturday
(Last
Buy a Subscription to the
Mid—South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper
12 Issues for $15
mailed First Class, discreetly, so you
don‘t have to wait for the news.

NAME

(Alcoholics Anonymous — Women Only)
8:00pm Discussion (Open)
Thursday
Discussion (Open)
Sunday
12 Noon
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Sunday.)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
8:00 pm Discussion (Open, but participa—
Friday
tion by other than alcoholics/
addicts discouraged.)
Al—Anon (Co—dependency meeting)

ADDRESS
CITY

Into The Light

You were chosen 6y God —
to be who you are —
gay. fesbian or
heterosexual.
Jhe expression of
your sexuality is a giftfrom
Good in making and
building of refationships.
INJEGRIJY is afamily
of Gays, Lesbians and
theirfilms within the
Episcopal
Church.
INT EGRIJYJ is aplace to
find community and
support. _
~ INTEGRIJT
offers

oppwmniﬁsjogggwm.
prayer, frienasﬁip and
anaersteneing.

Call For Information
STATE

ZIP

PHONE
Mail to
Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA)
6:30pm Discussion (Open)
Saturday
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization
formed for the promulgation and enhancementof Twelve—
Step meetings with a special outreach to the Gay and
Lesbian community.

k

Space donated as a public service by the Triangle Journal Newly

INTEGR1JYJ meets every
third Juesday of the —
month at Calva
Episcopal Church, Memphis.
or more information, calf
Doug Deaver at T26—40698
\_ or Joe Pfeiffer at 272—1207 }
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c/o Calvary Episcopal Church, 102 N. The Personals: Gay computer bulletin Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N. Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop &
The Gay Memphis Resources
Grooming Salon+3700S. Mendenhall,
Main, Suite 3310, Memphis 38103 #
board + 300 or 1200 baud
2nd, Memphis, TN 38103 # 726—4698
Directory is printed as a public
lglﬁrgphis 38115 # 794—3047 or 365—
525—0417.
# 2746713. (You must have a
(Doug Deaver) or 272—1207 (Joe
service, and its listings are free.
Kelly Stark, Attorney At Law: 44 N.
computer
and
modem
to
access
this
Pfeiffer).
Agencies and businesses listed herein
Second, Suite 600, Memphis 38103 @ . Whittington Tree & Lawn Service:
service.)
f
have requested to be listed, but have not Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Sandra & Troy Whittington
521—9996.
Lambda Center # 276—7379 or Two‘s Company: Gay computer bulletin
been charged. Allphone numbersare area
# 685—8410. Free estimates, 24 hr.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
boardand
computersupport.
"Handles"
454—1414.
code 901 unless otherwise noted.
service.
&
1903
LincolnAmericanTower,
60
North
accepted.
1200/2400
baud.
Lambda Men‘s Chorus: Rehearsals:
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Mid—America Mail, Memphis 38103
MEDIA
# 726—4073.
Tuesdays,
7:30pm,
Prescott
Memorial
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E.
#684—1332.
Gay Alternative: Radio program, Mon.
BaptistChurch, 499 Patterson «Mailing
COUNSELING SERVICES
## 345—0657.
6:00—7:00pm, WEVL—FM 90 + Box
MASSAGE
SERVICES
address:
2058
Young
Ave,
Memphis
Kerrel
Ard,
BSW:
Personal
growth,
Cherokee Adult Book Store:
41773, Memphis 38174.
38104 # 276—4045.
_
spiritual counseling, alternative healing Bodycare By Jordan: Deep tissue .
2947 Lamar 744—7494.
f
massage, therapeutic touch and Hera Sees: Bi—monthly newspaper
a 7254898.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell Loving Arms (Volunteers who "love"
published by Hera Sees, Inc. » 1725—B
preparation for movement. By
and "hold" babiesatthe Med): Shelia Beth Causey, M.Div.: Pastoral counseling
# 454—7765.
:
Madison Avenue, Memphis 38104
appointment only a 527—2273.
Tankersley, 8591 Greenbrook
a 278—9554.
Paris Adult EntertainmentCenter: 2432
# 276—0543.
Bodyrights:
Therapeutic/sports
massage
Parkway,
Southaven,
MS
38671
Joel
Chapman,
PhD:
1835
Union,
Summer # 323—2665.
Query:
Weekly
newspaper
by appointment # 377—7701. —
# 393—0983.
Memphis 38104 # 726—1284. —
Tammy‘s # 1: 2857 Winchester
published by Pyramid Publishing
Memphis Center for Reproductive Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Dave Everitt: FullbodySwedishmassage,
# 794—2997.
+ Box 40422, Nashville 37204—0422
Shiatzu, Medical Massage@327—4513
Health: 1462 Poplar Ave, Memphis
Psychological Counselor » Simmons,
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Road
# (615) 327—3273.
or
529—4161
(Peabody
Hotel).
.
38104
#
274—3550.
—
Kelman
&
Assoc.,
3960
Knight
Amold
# 396—9050.
Rd, Suite 316, Memphis 38118 #369— Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body Triangle Journal News: Monthly
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Road Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
newspaper published by Printers Ink ®
massage by appointment # 452—1875
Center
(MGLCC):
1665
Madison,
6050.
# 744—4513.
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
or
Beeper
575—1230.
Memphis
38104
«
Mailing
address:
Box
K.
A.
Moss,
MS:
Midtown
Counseling
~ Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Avenue
#454—1411.
41074, Memphis 38174 « 276—4651.
Service, 1835 Union, Suite 101, Craig von Graeler: Professional full body
## 373—5670.
f
massage by appointment. Please call
Memphis Lambda Center: Meeting place
NIGHT CLUBS / DINING
Memphis 38104 # 726—4586 » Sliding
.
BOOKS & GIFTS
10am—10pm # 278—9768.
for 12—step recovery programs » 241 N.
Amnesia: 2866 Poplar « 454—1366.
fee scale. _
Meristem: Feminist BookStore»930South
Cleveland (above United Paint Store), Northeast Mental Health Center:
Apartment Club: 343 Madison
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Cooper # 276—0282.
Memphis 38104 = 276—7379, 726—
#525—9491.
# 382—3880.
AccentWith Flowers: Floral School, 1505
CARPET CARE / CLEANING
6293, 527—1461, or 327—3676.
Susan Taranto, MPS: Individual & group
S.. Perkins, Memphis 38117 Barpara‘s: 1474 Madison #278—4313.
SERVICES
Memphis Phone Corps: # 278—2199 —
therapy + Fully Alive! « 323—2078
Chaps: 111 N. Claybrook # 726—4767.
# 683—3007.
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: #726—4211.
David or # 272—3740 — Tom.
+ Sliding fee scale.
Dabbles HairCo.: 19 N. Cooper, Memphis Hut: 102 N. Cleveland # 725—9872.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office Memphis State University Students for
J—Wags: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
38104 # 725—0521.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
.@ 3245314.
Gay & Lesbian Awareness (GALA): — Charles Butler, CFP: Financial Planner Kyla J. Dillard, DVM: Housecall Ménage: 1680 Madison # 725—1 745.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
mm Office of Greek Affairs, MSU
Veterinarian, 480 Pruitt Road, Oakland, Midtown: 2146 Young # 726—9614.
a 274—2524.
Residential, 24—hr. service, free
TN 38060 # (901) 465—2699. Oops: 1349 Autumn @272—1634.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
estimates « 327—6165.
Mid—South Men‘s Council: Box 11042,
For emergency care call Pipeline: 1382 Poplar # 726—5263.
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave, Suite 305,
White Glove Services: Home or Office
Memphis 38111—0042.
Reflections: 92 North Avalon»
# (901) 372—2215.
_
Memphis 38111 = 458—0152. _
# 745—5628.
Minority Prison Project (MPP): For Wilma Vandermeer, CPA: Taxes, David Gairhan: A/C & refrigeration repair
#272—1525.
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
COMMUNITY GROUPS
WKRB
in Memphis: 1528 Madison
#
2747011.
—
accounting services # 726—9082.
Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Len Glosque: Carpentry # 276—0135.
ecfesst
FLORISTS
# 726—1547.
Memphis
Lambda
Center
Graffiti Graphics: 5709 Mt. Moriah,
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Cooper, Memphis.
)
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box 41822, Botanica: 944 South
# 276—7379.
Memphis, TN 38115 # 795—2609.
Russell
Developer, Looney
38104
@
274—5767,
1—800—769—5767,
Memphis 38174—1822.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis
Great
American
Cruises,
Inc.:
Cruise
Developments:
194 Looney Ave,
fax: 274—5688.
National Organization for Women
Lambda Center 276—7379.
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins,
Memphis 38107 # 525—3044.
Flower
Market
of
Memphis:
1523
Union
(NOW): Box 40982, Memphis 38174—
Alliance: Leather/levi club » 4372 Kerwin
Ave.,Memphis 38104=274—8103. «==> 52 N. Second,Memphis 38103 «Bill Malone,AffiliateBroker, Merkle and
0982 # 276—0282.
*
Drive, Memphis 38128.
_
@525—5302..
Associates: 2298 Germantown Rd S:;
Park
East Florist: 6005 Park, Memphis _
Gypsy‘s
Vintage Fashions and
American Gay Atheists (AGA) New ‘Beginnings (Adult Children of
Memphis 38138 # 755—2200.
38119
#
761—2980.
Alcoholics): Memphis LambdaCenter
Antiques: 2613 Broad Avenue Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
Memphis: Box 41371, Memphis
Sweet
Peas:
111
South
Highland
#
324—
# 276—7379 or 454—1414.
# 454—0386.
38174—1371.
Realty: # 854—0455.
6873 and 80 Monroe = 525—7775.
Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker, Davies—
Black & White Men Together (BWMT): Parents & Friendsof LesbiansAnd Gays
GRAPHICS
(P—FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis
private functions + Lisa Gray (The
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157
Sowell, Inc.: 54 S. Cooper, Memphis
Bonehead Creative: 1271 Poplar, Suite
38187—2031 # 761—1444.
Peabody Hotel) # 383—2565.
a 452—5894.
38104 # 278—4380.
103, Memphis 38104 # 276—2101.
Bob Hughes, MS: Yoga and relaxation
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: Phoenix (Gay AA): Memphis Lambda — .
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
JRP
Specialties:
Photo
business
cards
&
Centers 327—2447, 276—7379, or454
1161 Poplar Ave #15, Memphis 38105
classes » # 682—0855.
IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
distinctive
nature
photography
»
Joe
1414.
John In Charge: Household & office
#1756—5172.
LOCATIONS
Pfeiffer = 272—1207.
_cleaning, errands, a personal valet — Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
Catholic Gay Men‘s Support Group: | Positive Mental Attitude Association,
Printers
Ink:
Box
11485,
Memphis,
TN
Inc: Former incarcerated drug users °
#272—2316.
s
Information # 725—5237.
Rd. Et. # 683—9801.
38111—0485 @ 454—1411.
28 N. Claybrook, Suite 1, Memphis
Kings interior Painting: # 324—5314.
Catholic Lesbians: Faith # 324—6949.
Memphis and Shelby County Public
Ann
Taylor:
Resumés,
ad
campaigns,
38104 # 276—PMAA.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
The Limited Edition Gallery:Art&Custom
Library: 1850 Peabody ax 725—8800.
letterhead, etc., Memphis, TN
Framing » 826 South Cooper # 722— P & H Cafe: 1532 Madison Ave
Square Dance Club» MeetsThursdays, Prime—Timers Memphis: Forinformation:
#
761—2980.
John.
Prowett,
1517
Court
Ave.,
Ste.
4,
7pm Prescott Memorial BaptistChurch,
5501.
#2749794.
Wildhare Graphics: 344 North Watkins, Mid—Town Hair: 1926 Madison, Memphis
Memphis 38104—2402 « 726—1547.
4267 Richwood, Memphis 38125
Blossom Market: 1720 Poplar
Squash
Memphis,
TN
38104
#
278—8437.
Riverboat Gamblers Motorcycle Club:
# 387—1567 or 753—1507.
38104 # 278—2199.
a 7254823
Box 40404, Memphis, TN 38104
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Desert Hearts: Gay Women‘s Social
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
# 276—9939.
Group a Susan 377—7312 or Barbara
house sitting by competent, caring
Mendenhall Rd S. = 682—3326 & 1803
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda Gay
&
Lesbian
Hotline:
couple # 726—6198.
756—8134.
Union # 726—1622.
Center
#
276—7379
or
454—1414.
z
1—800—285—7431
(24
hr.
help
&
Enrica Ramey: Insurance@#Midtown Beth
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
information for Lesbians, Gays
AIDSServiceOrganization—Box40389, Southern Country Memphis: Country
Causey, M.Div.: Pastoral counseling
Western
Dance
Club
>
transvestites, & transexuals)
Memphis 38174—0389 # 278—AIDS or
# 278—9554.— 725—
266 Leonora Drive, Memphis, 38117 Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline:
6023 & Bartlett— 387— %;
272—0855.
# 1—800—347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—
# 683—8916.
Gay and Lesbian American Indians:
0682.
Transexuals in Prison (TIP): For —
11:45pm.)
Information # 725—4898.
.
Richard‘s Designs: &:
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court Gay & Lesbian Switchboard:
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Veterans of
Packagingdesigns &
Ave., Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402
#728—GAYS — 7:30—11pm.
America Memphis Chapter: For
marketing = 683—
.@ 7261547. .
7
LINC: = 725—8895.
information: John Prowett, 1517 Court
6157.
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Ste. 4, Memphis 38104—2402 # 726— Tsarus: Leather—Levi club » Box 41082,
Sanders Facilities, Inc.: [}
Memphis 38174—1082.
Rape Crisis: = 528—2161.
Catering & party &
1547. .
facility rental >
Gays On Cleveland Street (GOCS): Wings: Social Club» Box41784, Memphis Suicide & Crisis Intervention:
38174—1784.
# 274—7477.
Michael Sanders ¢:
Social Group » c/o The Hut, 102 N.
Cleveland,
Memphis
38104 Women of Leather: Box41322, Memphis Transvestite—Transexual National
a 948—3998.
38127—1322.
Hotline: (617}899—2212 (Gam—2am, See—S: Portraits & &:
# 725—9872.
Mon.—Sat.).
photography
HolyTrinityCommunity Church: Sunday Young & Proud: Mailing address: 675
North 4th, Memphis 38107—3704 #
School: 9:45am; Worship Service:
# 327—3760.
LEGAL_______
529—8185.
Sundays at 11:00am, 6:30pm; Bible
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At Law: Star Search Video:
study: Wednesdays at 7:00pm; We
1411 Poplar Ave
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
Rt. 1, Box 255 A, Senatobia, MS 38668
CareAIDSSupport Ministry: Sat. 10am Madison Heights: Gay computer bulletin
## 272—STAR.
# (601) 562—8738 or (801) 722—8188.
+2323 Monroe » Mailing address: Box
board » 300 — 2400 baud, Password David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870 Tiger Paw Windshield
41648, Memphis, 38174—1648
Repair
&
"Drummer" # 272—1216.
Union Avenue, Memphis, TN 38104
Replacement:
North American Bulletin Board
= 726—9443.
274—6824.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tue., —
Donna Watson
Operators Assoc. (NABBOA): Susan Mackenzie, AttorneyAtLaw: 100
Dinner, 6:30pm, $3, Meeting 7:00pm »
# 363—4629. 24 hr.
# 1794—0646 (Leave message
N. Main, Suite 3310, Memphis 38103
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requesting membership to group 69).

#525—0417.

phone service.

3

